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James Bond 
The Buckinghamshire Collection 

1001. Autoart "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - Lotus Esprit Turbo taken from the film "For Your Eyes Only" - metallic brown 
complete with skis - Mint in a Near Mint window box. 

 £50 - £70 

1002. Autoart "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - Lotus Esprit (road version) - taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved 
Me" - white, black, chrome trim - Mint in a Near Mint box. 

 £50 - £70 

1003. Autoart "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - Lotus Esprit (underwater version) - taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved 
Me" - white, black - Mint in an Excellent window box. 

 £50 - £70 

1004. Autoart "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - silver-grey, chrome trim (with 
open sunroof) - Mint in a Near Mint window box. 

 £70 - £80 

1005. Autoart "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - BMW Z8 taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - silver, black, chrome 
trim - Mint in a Near Mint box. 

 £50 - £70 

1006. Autoart "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - Toyota 2000 GT taken from the film "You Only Live Twice" - white, black interior, 
chrome trim - Mint in an Excellent Plus window box. 

 £50 - £70 

1007. Autoart "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - Toyota 2000 GT taken from the film "You Only Live Twice" - white, black interior, 
chrome trim - Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £50 - £70 

1008. Joyride "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - silver-grey, chrome trim, with 
open roof - Mint in a Near Mint window box. 

 £50 - £60 
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1009. Joyride "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - Aston Martin V12 Vanquish - silver-grey, black interior - Mint in a Near Mint box. 

 £50 - £60 

1010. Joyride "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - Aston Martin DBS taken from the film "Casino Royale" - dark grey, silver 
trim - Mint in an Excellent Plus window box. 

 £50 - £60 

1011. Paul's Model Art "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - Ford Thunderbird taken from the film "Die Another Day" - finished in 
deep peach and another but Jaguar XKR Roadster - green, silver trim - both are Mint in Near Mint window boxes. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1012. Nikko "James Bond" (1/16th scale) radio-controlled models (1) Aston Martin Vanquish taken from the film "Die Another 
Day"; (2) Jaguar XKR Roadster - green, black, silver trim and (3) Aston Martin DBS taken from the film "Casino Royale" - dark 
grey - all appear to be Mint in Excellent to Mint window boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1013. Kyosho "James Bond" (1/12th scale) - BMW Z8 taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - finished in 
silver - model is believed to be Mint including carded box, polystyrene packaging (still in factory tissue wrap) - see photo. 

 £150 - £200 

1014. UT Models (Paul's Model Art) "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - BMW Z3 taken from the film "GoldenEye" - blue 
body - Mint in an Excellent polystyrene carton, outer film box is Good Plus with show card (BMW Exclusive issue) - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1015. UT Models (Paul's Model Art) "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - BMW Z3 taken from the film "GoldenEye" - blue 
body - Mint in an Excellent polystyrene carton, outer film box is Good Plus with show card (BMW Exclusive issue) - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1016. UT Models (Paul's Model Art) "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - BMW Z3 taken from the film "GoldenEye" - blue - Mint in a 
Near Mint window box. 

 £30 - £40 

1017. Minichamps "James Bond" (1/24th scale) - BMW 750 IL taken from the film "Tomorrow Never Dies" - grey, silver trim, 
mounted on display plinth - Mint in an Excellent Plus polystyrene carton and outer film box (BMW Dealership issue) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1018. Minichamps "James Bond" (1/24th scale) - BMW 750 IL taken from the film "Tomorrow Never Dies" - grey, silver trim, 
mounted on display plinth - Mint in an Excellent Plus polystyrene carton and outer film box (BMW Dealership issue) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1019. Minichamps "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - BMW R1200C Motorbike taken from the film "Tomorrow Never 
Dies" - finished in cream, silver, mounted on display plinth - Mint, polystyrene tray and outer carded film box are Near Mint 
(BMW Dealership Exclusive issue). 

 £50 - £60 
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1020. Minichamps "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - BMW R1200C Motorbike taken from the film "Tomorrow Never 
Dies" - finished in cream, silver, mounted on display plinth - Mint, polystyrene tray and outer carded film box are Near Mint 
(BMW Dealership Exclusive issue). 

 £50 - £60 

1021. Kyosho "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - BMW Z8 taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - silver, black interior 
and detachable hood - Mint including polystyrene tray, outer film carded box is Excellent (BMW Dealership Exclusive 
issue) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1022. Kyosho "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - BMW Z8 taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - silver, black interior 
and detachable hood - Mint including polystyrene tray, outer film carded box is Excellent (BMW Dealership Exclusive 
issue) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1023. Kyosho "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - BMW Z8 taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - silver, black interior 
and detachable hood - Mint including polystyrene tray, outer film carded box is Excellent (BMW Dealership Exclusive 
issue) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1024. Kyosho "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) - BMW Z8 taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - silver, black - Mint 
including presentation plastic case and outer carded film box; Herpa (1/87th scale) BMW Z8 - Mint including plastic presentation 
case and outer carded film box and 3-piece Set to include BMW Z3, Z8 and 750 IL - all are Mint including rigid perspex case 
and outer film carded box. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1025. Kyosho "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) - BMW Z8 taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - silver, black - Mint 
including presentation plastic case and outer carded film box; Herpa (1/87th scale) BMW Z8 - Mint including plastic presentation 
case and outer carded film box and 3-piece Set to include BMW Z3, Z8 and 750 IL - all are Mint including rigid perspex case 
and outer film carded box. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1026. Minichamps "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) - 3-piece Set taken from the film "Die Another Day" - includes Jaguar XKR 
Roadster; Aston Martin Vanquish and Ford Thunderbird - all are Mint in an Excellent Plus presentation box. 

 £50 - £60 

1027. Minichamps "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) - "Die Another Day" - group of 3 (1) Jaguar XKR Roadster - green; (2) Aston 
Martin Vanquish and (3) Ford Thunderbird - all are Mint including rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1028. Minichamps "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) group of 4 (1) Aston Martin DBS; (2) Alfa 159 TI; (3) BMW Z3 and (4) BMW 
Z8 - conditions are generally Mint including rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are Near Mint to Mint. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1029. Minichamps "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) group of 3 (1) Toyota 2000 GT; (2) Lotus Esprit (road version); (3) same as 
(1) (underwater version) - conditions are Mint including rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves. (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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1030. Corgi 269 "James Bond" Lotus Esprit taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" - white, black with 2 x loose red 
Missiles, complete with correct instruction leaflet - overall condition is Near Mint in a Fair (crushed) film strip window box (with 
hammer & sickle) and 272 Citroen 2CV taken from the film "For Your Eyes Only" - yellow, red interior with instruction 
leaflet - Near Mint in an Excellent film strip carded box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1031. Corgi "James Bond" (1/36th scale) 2-piece Lotus Gift Set which includes (1) Esprit (underwater version) - white, black; 
(2) Esprit Turbo - metallic brown, with skis - conditions are Near Mint to Mint (some discolouration to plastics on underwater 
Lotus) - this being a limited set 076/150 specially produced for "Collectables" magazine - models come with correct "007" 
plaques in presentation attache style case - see photo. 

 £120 - £140 

1032. Corgi 96655 (1995 re-issue 270) - "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) Aston Martin DB5 - finished in silver, red interior and 
tyre slashers - this example is Mint including striped window box (still in factory tissue wrap) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1033. Corgi 96655 (1995 re-issue 270) - "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) Aston Martin DB5 - silver, red interior and tyre 
slashers - Mint in an Excellent striped window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1034. Corgi 96656 "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) - Aston Martin DB5 - gold plated finish, red interior and tyre slashers - Mint 
including rigid perspex case, outer black and gold carded sleeve is Excellent (couple of slight scuffs around edges). 

 £40 - £50 

1035. Corgi 96656 "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) - Aston Martin DB5 - gold plated finish, red interior and tyre slashers - this 
example is Mint including rigid perspex case and outer black and gold carded sleeve (still in factory tissue wrap) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1036. Corgi 94060 "James Bond" (1/36th scale) - Aston Martin DB5 - finished in silver, red interior with James Bond and 
Bandit figures, gold bumpers - Mint in an Excellent window box (with badge to left hand side) - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

1037. Corgi 04303 "James Bond" (1/36th scale) - Aston Martin DB5 "Collect 99" - silver, red interior, gold bumpers, chrome 
trim - this limited edition 0389/1000 is Mint in an Excellent Plus window box with certificate. 

 £40 - £50 

1038. Corgi 04303 "James Bond" (1/36th scale) - Aston Martin DB5 "Collect 99" - silver, red interior, gold bumpers, chrome 
trim - this limited edition 0390/1000 is Mint in an Excellent Plus window box with certificate. 

 £40 - £50 

1039. Corgi 96445 "James Bond" (1/36th scale) - Aston Martin DB5 "30th Anniversary of Goldfinger" - gold plated finish with 
"James Bond and Bandit" figures - although overall condition is Excellent (model is showing tarnishing) in a generally Excellent 
window box with correct certificate 5302/7500 - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1040. Corgi "James Bond" (1/36th scale) - Lotus Esprit Turbo taken from the film "For Your Eyes Only" - metallic brown, black 
including skis - Mint including inner carded tray and "Spyguise" carded box, Ltd 171/250. 

 £40 - £60 
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1041. Corgi USS00012 "James Bond" (1/36th scale) - Lotus Esprit (underwater version) taken from the film "The Spy Who 
Loved Me" - white, black with "007" logo to bonnet - also comes with Missiles attached to sprue - Mint including inner carded 
tray and outer carded "Spyguise" box, Ltd 411/500 - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1042. Corgi "James Bond" a group to include 04301 "GoldenEye" Aston Martin DB5; CC08001 "Spectre" Aston Martin DB10; 
92978 Ferrari 355 "GoldenEye"; 04302 "Tomorrow Never Dies" Aston Martin DB5 and another but 04303 - conditions appear to 
be generally Mint in Good to Near Mint window boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1043. Corgi "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) - a pair (1) 04203 Aston Martin DB5 "50th Goldfinger Anniversary" - silver and (2) 
04204 - gold - conditions are Mint in Near Mint to Mint presentation boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1044. Corgi "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) a pair (1) 04204 Aston Martin DB5 - gold and (2) 04206 "50th Thunderball 
Anniversary" - silver - conditions are Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1045. Corgi CC99171 "James Bond" (1/36th scale) 2-piece "Die Another Day" gold plated set to include Aston Martin DB5 
and Aston Martin Vanquish - conditions appear to be Mint including presentation case with outer carded sleeve and 
(unlicensed) CC06804 Rolls Royce Sedance Deville (Goldfinger) - Mint including presentation box with outer carded sleeve. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1046. Corgi "James Bond" (1/36th scale) 8-piece Attache Gift Set includes 8 models finished in chrome to include Lotus 
Esprit, Aston Martin DB5, BMW Z3, plus others - all appear to be Near Mint to Mint in an Excellent presentation attache case 
with all correct foam packaging pieces and cards (lid has some very small indentations) complete with outer mailaway - which is 
Fair see photo. 

 £150 - £200 

1047. Corgi "James Bond" a set of 7 "James Bond Collection 007" issues - to include 65101 Toyota 2000 GT; 65201 Moon 
Buggy; 65001 Lotus Esprit; 04201 Aston Martin DB5; 65301 Citroen 2CV; 65501 Stromberg Helicopter and 65401 Space 
Shuttle "Moonraker" - conditions appear to be Mint in generally Excellent to Mint presentation boxes. (7) 

 £80 - £100 

1048. Corgi "James Bond" a group of mainly (1/36th scale) to include 04601 Gyrocopter "You Only Live Twice"; 04901 BMW 
Z3 "GoldenEye"; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint "The Definitive Bond Collection" 
window boxes, plus CC99101 3-piece Gift Set which is Mint including presentation box. (14) 

 £80 - £100 

1049. Corgi "James Bond" a group to include TY07001 Aston Martin DBS; TY04002 Space Shuttle; TY07201 Kenworth 
Tanker - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint "007 40th Anniversary" window boxes plus (Superdrug) 
2-piece Exclusive issue which is Mint including presentation pack. (8) 

 £60 - £70 

1050. Corgi "James Bond" group of mainly (1/36th scale) to include CC03801 Aston Martin DBS "Casino Royale"; CC07603 
Jaguar XKR "Die Another Day"; CC06803 Rolls Royce "Goldfinger" - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally Near 
Mint to Mint "The Directors Cut" window boxes (apart from one which is only Good to Good Plus). (10) 

 £60 - £80 
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1051. Corgi "James Bond" a group of "Plus 2" issues including TY95101 Gyrocopter "You Only Live Twice"; TY95301 Aston 
Martin DB5 "Thunderball"; TY99135 8-piece Film Canister Gift Set; 3 x 2-piece Gift Sets including "Casino Royale" - conditions 
appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes and 2 x Unlock issues Aston Martin DBS and DB5 "Casino 
Royale" - conditions are Mint including blister cards. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1052. Corgi (Juniors) "James Bond" set of 10 to include 99658 Aston Martin DBS "The Living Daylights"; 99662 Lotus Esprit 
Turbo "For Your Eyes Only"; 99653 Ford Mustang Convertible "Goldfinger" plus others - conditions are generally Mint on Near 
Mint to Mint blister cards. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1053. Johnny Lightning "James Bond" a group to include Ford Mustang Mach 1 "Diamonds Are Forever"; Toyota 2000 GT 
"You Only Live Twice"; Aston Martin DB5 "Tomorrow Never Dies" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Near 
Mint to Mint blister cards. (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1054. Johnny Lightning "James Bond" a group of "007 40th Anniversary" issues to include AMC Hornet "The Man with the 
Golden Gun"; "Ambulance" - "The Living Daylights" plus many others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Near Mint to 
Mint blister cards. (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1055. Johnny Lightning a group to include Lotus Esprit Turbo "For Your Eyes Only"; Sunbeam Alpine "Dr No"; Aston Martin 
DB5 "GoldenEye" plus others - this set of 10 are generally Mint on Near Mint to Mint blister cards. (10) 

 £60 - £70 

1056. Johnny Lightning "James Bond" a group of sets to include 3 x 4-piece "40th Anniversary 007" including "Villainous 
Vehicles" plus others and 3 x 2-piece sets including "Goldfinger" - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint 
window boxes and blister cards. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1057. Micro Machines (Galoob) 78410 Gift Set to include "The Spy Who Loved Me", "Goldfinger" and 
"Moonraker" - conditions are generally Mint in a Good Plus window box and 3 x set issues (1) "The Spy Who Loved Me"; (2) 
"Moonraker" and (3) "Goldfinger" - conditions are generally Mint on Near Mint to Mint blister cards. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1058. Hot Wheels (Mattel) "James Bond" a group to include Ford Mustang Mach 1 "Diamonds Are Forever"; Lotus Esprit 
"The Spy Who Loved Me" plus others - conditions are Mint on Near Mint to Mint blister cards. (5) 

 £35 - £40 

1059. Solido 1829 "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) Citroen 2CV taken from the film "For Your Eyes Only" - yellow, black with 
"007" to sides - Mint including rigid perspex case, outer carded sleeve is Good Plus and another but Vitesse L190 - Mint in Near 
Mint rigid perspex case. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1060. "James Bond" - The Shell Collection set of 5 to include Aston Martin DB5; Aston Martin DBS; Sunbeam Alpine; BMW 
Z3 Roadster and Lotus Esprit - all are generally Mint including rigid perspex cases, all come with correct Mint outer carded 
boxes. (5) 

 £30 - £50 
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1061. "James Bond" - The Shell Collection to include BMW Z3 Roadster; 2 x Aston Martin DBS; Lotus Esprit; and Sunbeam 
Alpine - conditions appear to be generally Mint including rigid perspex cases in generally Near Mint to Mint correct outer carded 
boxes. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

1062. Toystate.com "James Bond" a group to include Aston Martin DB10 "Spectre"; Aston Martin DB5 "Casino Royale"; 
another "Skyfall"; Aston Martin DBS "Quantum of Solace" and Lotus Esprit "The Spy Who Loved Me" - these battery-operated 
issues are generally Mint in Excellent to Mint presentation boxes. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

1063. Corgi F04101 "James Bond" Icon Diorama set taken from the film "Dr No" to include "Honey Rider", "Dr No", "James 
Bond" figures plus diorama - conditions are Mint (still in factory wrap), polystyrene packaging is Excellent Plus in a Near Mint 
carded box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1064. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figure "James Bond" (Roger Moore) - Ltd 1000 pieces only - Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £120 - £140 

1065. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figure "James Bond" (Sean Connery) - Ltd 1000 pieces only - Mint in a Near Mint box. 

 £120 - £140 

1066. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figures group of 3 (1) "Miss Moneypenny"; (2) "M" and (3) "Q" - conditions appear to be 
generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1067. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figures group of 4 (1) "Odd Job"; (2) "Jaws"; (3) "Drax" and (4) "Blofeld" - conditions appear 
to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1068. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figures group of 4 (1) "Elektra"; (2) "Zukovsky"; (3) "Bond" "The World is Not Enough" and 
(4) "Agent 006" - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1069. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figures group of 4 (1) "Mary Goodnight"; (2) "Honey Rider"; (3) "Dr No" and (4) "James 
Bond" (Roger Moore) - conditions appear to be generally Mint including boxes with outer carded sleeves. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1070. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figures group of 4 (1) "Natalya Simonova"; (2) "Scaramanga"; (3) "James Bond" (Pierce 
Brosnan) and (4) "James Bond" (Sean Connery) - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes with outer 
carded sleeves. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1071. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figures - Display Stand - finished in silver/grey with "James Bond 007" header - condition 
appears to be Mint (never used) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 
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1072. Hasbro Action Man "James Bond" a pair (1) "You Only Live Twice" and (2) "The World is Not Enough" - conditions are 
generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1073. Hasbro Action Man "James Bond" a pair (1) "The World is Not Enough" - Mint in a Good to Good Plus window box and 
(2) Limited Edition issue "Tomorrow Never Dies" - Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent presentation box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1074. Hasbro Action Man "James Bond" a pair of Limited Editions (1) "GoldenEye" and (2) "Tomorrow Never 
Dies" - conditions are Mint in Excellent to Near Mint presentation boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1075. Hasbro Action Man "James Bond" a pair of Limited Editions (1) "Thunderball" and (2) "Tomorrow Never 
Dies" - conditions are Mint in Excellent to Near Mint presentation boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1076. Hasbro Action Man "James Bond" a pair of Limited Editions (1) "Thunderball" and (2) "The Spy Who Loved 
Me" - conditions are Mint in Near Mint to Mint presentation boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1077. Sideshow Collectables "James Bond" - "Legacy Collection" - "Roger Moore" as "James Bond" - Mint including 
presentation box. 

 £50 - £60 

1078. Sideshow "James Bond" - "Legacy Collection" - "Sean Connery" as "James Bond" - Mint in an Excellent Plus 
presentation box. 

 £50 - £60 

1079. Sideshow "James Bond" a pair (1) "Dr No" and (2) "James Bond" in "Dr No" - conditions are generally Mint in Excellent 
presentation boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1080. Sideshow "James Bond" a pair (1) "Odd Job" in "Goldfinger" and (2) "James Bond" in "Thunderball" - conditions are 
generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint presentation boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1081. Sideshow "James Bond" a pair (1) "James Bond" in "Goldfinger" and (2) "Pussy Galore" in "Goldfinger" - conditions are 
generally Mint in Excellent presentation boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1082. Sideshow "James Bond" a pair (1) "James Bond" in "The Man with the Golden Gun" and (2) "Francisco 
Scaramanga" - conditions are generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint presentation boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1083. Sideshow "James Bond" a pair (1) "James Bond" in "On Her Majesty's Secret Service" and (2) but "Ernest 
Blofeld" - conditions are generally Mint in Excellent presentation boxes (couple of small scuffs on edges). (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1084. Sideshow "James Bond" a pair (1) "James Bond" in "Live and Let Die" and (2) "Tee Hee" - conditions are Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint presentation boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1085. Sideshow "James Bond" a pair (1) "Q" in "The Spy Who Loved Me" and (2) "Franz Sanchez" in "Licence to 
Kill" - conditions are generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint presentation boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1086. Sideshow "James Bond" a pair (1) "James Bond" in "Moonraker" and (2) "Jaws" - conditions are generally Mint in 
Excellent to Mint presentation boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1087. Sideshow "James Bond" a pair (1) "James Bond" in "Licence to Kill"; (2) "Alec Trevelyan 006" - both are Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint presentation boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1088. Sideshow "James Bond" a pair (1) "James Bond" in "GoldenEye" and (2) "Xenia Onatopp" - conditions are generally 
Mint in Excellent to Near Mint presentation boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1089. Sideshow "James Bond" a pair (1) "Wai Lin" in "Tomorrow Never Dies" and (2) "James Bond" in "Die Another 
Day" - conditions are generally Mint in Excellent presentation boxes (do have some small scuffs on edges). (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1090. Sideshow "James Bond" a pair (1) "Jinx" in "Die Another Day" and (2) "Zao" - conditions are Mint in Excellent to Near 
Mint presentation boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1091. "James Bond" Exclusive Toy Products group of 6 figures - 3 x "Goldfinger" to include "Odd Job" and 3 x "The Spy Who 
Loved Me" to include "James Bond" - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Excellent to Mint blister cards. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1092. "James Bond" Exclusive Toy Products a group of "The Bond Girls" figures including "Tracy"; "Pussy Galore" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally Excellent presentation boxes. (7) 

 £80 - £100 

1093. "James Bond" Exclusive Toy Products a group of figures including 3 x "Tomorrow Never Dies" to include "Elliot Carver" 
plus others and 3 x "Dr No" to include "James Bond" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint 
presentation boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1094. Dragon "James Bond" Figures a group to include (1/9th scale) - "James Bond" - "GoldenEye"; 2 x "Tomorrow Never 
Dies" - (white and black tuxedo's) - 3 x (1/16th scale) (1) "James Bond" - "GoldenEye", (2) same as (1) but "Tomorrow Never 
Dies and (3) "Wai Lin" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Mint packaging. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1095. Medicom Toy Corporation "James Bond" a pair of Limited Edition Action Figures (1) "Pierce Brosnan" and (2) "Sean 
Connery" - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1096. "James Bond" - "Tomorrow Never Dies" Attache Case set which includes Walter P-99 Air Soft Gun complete with 
"Tomorrow Never Dies" movie video, comes complete with instruction leaflet - contents appears to be generally Mint in an 
Excellent Plus attache case with foam inner packaging - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1097. Wicke (Lone Star) - "James Bond" a group of Guns taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" to include with 
telescopic sight, silencer, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Near Mint to Mint blister cards. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1098. Wicke (Lone Star) - "James Bond" a group of related items to include "Tomorrow Never Dies" holster; handcuffs; caps; 
"GoldenEye" gun with silencer, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on generally Good to Mint 
backing cards. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

1099. "James Bond" Cocktail Shaker Set to include two glasses with "007" embossed to inside, complete with shaker with 
"James Bond" silhouette to side - all presented in a black plush presentation case with "007" to lid - also comes with outer 
carded sleeve - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1100. Royal Doulton "James Bond" - "Jack the Bulldog" - "Skyfall" - Mint including presentation lift off lid box with outer 
carded sleeve. 

 £140 - £170 

1101. Royal Doulton "James Bond" - "Jack the Bulldog" - "Spectre" - Mint including presentation lift off lid box with outer 
carded sleeve - see photo. 

 £80 - £120 

1102. "James Bond" - Prop Jar of Caviar "Zukovsky" from the film "The World is Not Enough" - has been presented in case 
with plaque - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1103. "James Bond" - Neon "007" Display Board (comes with chain for hanging) - 2-prong plug - overall condition appears to 
be Mint (never used) in polystyrene packaging - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

1104. "James Bond" a group of Grooming Products including "Spectre" Gillette Razor set; "007" - "Quantum 2" set including 
eau de toilette and refreshing shower gel - conditions appear to be Mint in an Excellent presentation window box (slight 
creasing to front), "Bond Girl 007" perfume - Mint (still factory sealed) and "James Bond 007" eau de toilette - Mint (still factory 
sealed) plus Promotional silver wash/make-up bag - Mint (sealed bag). (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1105. "James Bond" a group of related softback and hardback Books to include "The James Bond Archives 007" by "Paul 
Duncan" (still factory sealed); "Bond by Design The Art of James Bond Films"; "James Bond The Legacy"; "The Essential Bond" 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint - see photo (some would have been expensive when 
purchased new). (6) 

 £50 - £60 
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1106. "James Bond" a group of softback and hardback Books including "Bond Girls are Forever"; "James Bond Movie 
Posters"; "The Complete James Bond Movie Encyclopedia" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint 
(apart from one dust cover which is only Good Plus) - see photo (some would have been expensive when purchased new).  
(11) 

 £40 - £50 

1107. "James Bond" - "Solitaire's Tarot Cards" taken from the film "Live and Let Die"; "The Official James Bond 007" bubble 
cards, come in presentation box and attache case; "Bond" cards & dice games gift set; plus various other playing 
cards - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

1108. "James Bond" - "Tomorrow Never Dies" - Agent 007 Video Box Set to include video, micro radio and micro 
camera - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in a Good Plus presentation box and "Tomorrow Never Dies" 
Collectors Limited Edition Box Set - which appears to be Mint (still in factory wrap); plus 2 x "007 Movie Trivia Game" - Real to 
Real - both are Mint (still factory wrapped). (4) 

 £30 - £40 

1109. Franklin Mint "James Bond" Plates to include "Goldfinger", "Thunderball", another but different image and "You Only 
Live Twice" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus polystyrene outer packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1110. "James Bond" modern replica "Goldfinger" - Clapper Board - finished in black, white - overall condition is Near Mint, 
plus 6 x replica Props Casino Chips from the film "Licence to Kill" - which are generally Near Mint to Mint - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

1111. Corgi "The James Bond Diecasts of Corgi" Book by "Dave Worrall" - this 122 page book covers the diecast range of 
Corgi Toys up to 1995 - becoming very collectable this example is generally Near Mint. 

 £40 - £50 

1112. Western Models "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) Aston Martin taken from the film "The Living Daylights" - finished in grey, 
with side skis - Mint including presentation box with outer carded sleeve - becoming very hard to find - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

1113. Carrera "James Bond" - Slot Cars a group to include Ford Mustang Convertible "Thunderball"; Aston Martin Vanquish 
"Die Another Day" and another same as previous but standard unlicensed issue - conditions are generally Mint including rigid 
perspex cases. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1114. Carrera "James Bond" Slot Cars (1/43rd scale) a pair taken from the film "Die Another Day" (1) 61409 Aston Martin 
Vanquish and (2) 61410 Jaguar XKR - conditions are Mint including presentation boxes. (2) 

 £20 - £25 

1115. Carrera "James Bond" Slot Car Sets a pair (1) "Die Another Day" to include Aston Martin Vanquish and Jaguar XKR 
and (2) "Casino Royale" to include Aston Martin DB5 and DBS - conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent boxes (do have some scuffs on edges). (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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1116. Carrera "James Bond" Slot Car Sets a pair (1) "Die Another Day" to include Aston Martin Vanquish and Jaguar XKR 
and (2) "Casino Royale" to include Aston Martin DB5 and DBS - conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent boxes (do have some scuffs on edges). (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1117. Carrera "James Bond" Slot Car Set taken from the film "Die Another Day" to include Aston Martin Vanquish and Jaguar 
XKR - Mint including box with outer transit carton - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1118. Carrera "James Bond" - Slot Car Set - "Marks & Spencer" special Christmas issue - set is taken from the film "Die 
Another Day", includes Aston Martin Vanquish and Jaguar XKR - conditions are generally Mint in an Excellent box (does have 
some small scuffs around edges) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1119. Scalextric "James Bond" Slot Car Set taken from the film "Spectre" includes Aston Martin DB10 and Jaguar 
C-X75 - contents is Mint in an Excellent box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1120. Scalextric "James Bond" Slot Car Set taken from the film "Skyfall" - to include Aston Martin DB5 and Range 
Rover - Mint in an Excellent (factory sealed) box. 

 £60 - £70 

1121. Scalextric "James Bond" Slot Car Set taken from the film "Quantum of Solace" to include Aston Martin and Alfa 
Romeo - contents is Mint (still factory sealed) in a Good Plus box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1122. Micro Scalextric "James Bond" Slot Car Set taken from the film "Quantum of Solace" to include Aston Martin DB5 and 
Aston Martin DBS - contents is Near Mint to Mint (cars have had some very little use) in a generally Excellent box - see photo. 

 £35 - £45 

1123. Micro Scalextric "James Bond" Slot Car Set taken from the film "Quantum of Solace" to include Aston Martin DBS and 
Alfa Romeo - contents is generally Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £35 - £45 

1124. Micro Scalextric "James Bond" Slot Car Set to include Aston Martin DB5 and DBS - contents appears to be Mint in an 
Excellent box - see photo. 

 £35 - £45 

1125. Scalextric "James Bond" - "Skyfall" 2-piece set to include Aston Martin DB5 and Range Rover Vogue SE - Mint 
including presentation box. 

 £50 - £70 

1126. Scalextric "James Bond" - "Quantum of Solace" 2-piece set to include Aston Martin DBS and Alfa Romeo 159 - Mint 
including presentation box with outer transit carton - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 
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1127. "James Bond" a group of related items which includes Little Lead Soldiers "James Bond 007" figure (circa 1987); 
Parker Pen "GoldenEye" (circa 1995); Mini Case "007 Tomorrow Never Dies" small leather attache style case; "007" Shot Glass 
Set; "Licence to Thrill" black book, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, packaging where 
applicable is generally Good to Excellent. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

1128. "James Bond" a group of "Spectre" promotional items including Mug; Ice Bucket; Umbrella; Aston Martin Keyring; 
"Spectre" collectable Ring - plus some other miscellaneous items - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint - see 
photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1129. Heineken "James Bond" related Beer products including "Spectre" sealed case containing 12 bottles; 2 x "Skyfall" 
bottles; tin containing coasters; promotional poster - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint - see photo. 

 £20 - £25 

1130. "James Bond" a related group which includes Spyfiles including large tin, medium and small tins plus issue magazines 
and some collectors cards - all are generally factory sealed therefore generally Mint, small quantity of Calendars including "007 
Classic Bond 2000"; "007 2018 Poster" calendar, plus others - conditions are generally Mint (still factory sealed) plus various 
magazines and ephemera relating to "James Bond", lot also includes a quantity of "Die Another Day" large lobby sheets, plus 
advertising material - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

1131. Eaglemoss "James Bond" Magazine Issues a large group which are mainly (1/43rd scale) including cars and vehicles 
from films "Live and Let Die", "GoldenEye", "Quantum of Solace", "Octopussy", "Casino Royale" plus others - conditions are 
generally Mint including rigid perspex cases (some are still factory sealed with magazines attached - other magazines are 
separate) - see photo. (144+ magazines) 

 £380 - £440 

1132. "James Bond" a large group of advertising material including more recent issue Posters to include "The World is Not 
Enough", "Die Another Day", "Quantum of Solace", plus others, also includes large Cinema Foyer Advertising Banner; also 
includes Standee "007 Nightfire", Woolworths Exclusive 2000 Standee (DVD launch) - (still in original carton) plus other related 
items - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (all posters are rolled) - see photo. (qty) 

 £80 - £100 

1133. "James Bond" - "Spectre" World Premiere brochure; "Casino Royale" brochure, plus "3rd November" Odeon Leicester 
Square ticket; "GoldenEye" film brochure with "November 19th" Odeon Leicester Square ticket - conditions are generally Near 
Mint to Mint - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1134. "James Bond" Limited Edition 518/600 Print 5 x "James Bond" "Skyfall" Still signed by "Daniel Craig"; "GoldenEye" 
Limited Edition Print 6449/15000 and another "The World is Not Enough" (unlimited) - conditions are generally Near Mint to 
Mint. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1135. "James Bond" - Coca Cola related Bottles including "Zero Skyfall"; "Quantum of Solace" - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint (unopened). (30) 

 £20 - £25 

1136. Playboy "James Bond" February 1998 Edition featuring "Tomorrow Never Dies" - "Daphne Deckers" - overall condition 
is generally Excellent. 

 £5 - £10 
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1137. "James Bond" - "Spectre" a group of Promotional Clothing including 3 x fleece jacket "Spectre Crew 2015"; polo shirt 
and holdall bag - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (never worn). (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1138. "James Bond" - "The World is Not Enough Cast & Crew 1999" Jacket; "Skyfall 007 Camera Dept" Jacket - conditions 
are generally Mint (never worn). (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1139. "James Bond" Clothing a group to include "Tomorrow Never Dies" - "Ericsson" jacket; "007" - "The World is Not 
Enough" jacket; plus some caps, "Skyfall" bag and "The World is Not Enough Cast & Crew 1999 007" bag - conditions are 
generally Excellent to Mint (clothing has never been worn) - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

The Sussex Collection 

1140. Corgi Juniors 3082 "James Bond" 5-piece Gift Set to include "Drax" Helicopter; "Moonraker" Space Shuttle; "Jaws" 
Custom Van; Lotus Esprit and Aston Martin DB5 - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, inner plastic tray is 
Excellent, outer window box is Good still a nice bright example. 

 £80 - £120 

1141. Corgi (Plus 2) - "James Bond" TY95902 2-piece Gift Set (1) "Goldfinger" containing Aston Martin DB5 and Rolls Royce 
with 2 x figures (040/150) limited edition by "Collectables" magazine - Mint in an Excellent box and another but standard 
issue - Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1142. Corgi Juniors 60 Lotus Esprit taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" - Excellent on a Fair blister card, plus 6 x 
unboxed including Aston Martin DB5; "Moonraker" Shuttle, plus others - conditions are Poor to Good Plus and Gilbert unboxed 
accessories including "007" Water Tank - conditions are Fair - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1143. Corgi CC99193 "James Bond" - "Casino Royale" 2-piece Aston Martin Gift Set to include DB5 and DBS - conditions 
are generally Mint including film canister tin, outer carded box is Excellent; also comes accompanied with some advertising 
material including carded cube, folded 4-piece leaflet and hanging mobile - see photo. 

 £30 - £50 

1144. Avon Cosmetics "James Bond" related group including "Bond Girl 007" perfume; body lotion; shower gel; 2 x 
catalogues, 2 x carrier bags and "Bond Girl 007" make-up bag - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint, books are only Good 
Plus to Excellent. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

1145. "James Bond" - (circa 1980's) a group of Grooming Products including body talc, cologne, luxury bath soap, 
deodorant - some duplication - conditions are generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1146. Jean Pierre - "James Bond" Watch - finished in silver, gold finish, leather strap - overall condition appears to be 
generally Excellent in a black presentation case, comes with original guarantee and instruction leaflet - believed only 200 were 
commissioned by "Graham Rye" for 007 lunch - see photo and another circa 1990's "Golden Wonder" "007" Watch - finished in 
silver, black strap - Near Mint in a Good box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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1147. Monty Factories "Holland" - "James Bond The Story of 007" - counter sticker carton which is generally Fair plus a large 
quantity of empty sticker packets - which are generally Excellent to Near Mint - also comes with colour brochure - see photo. 

 £20 - £30 

1148. "James Bond" Poster - Italian issue "You Only Live Twice" - overall condition is generally Good 
(folded) - (approximately 27" x 13") - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1149. "James Bond" Poster - "Live and Let Die" (French issue) - overall condition is Fair to Good still displays well 
(approximately 21" x 14") and another Spanish issue "The Spy Who Loved Me" - Good Plus (approximately 21" x 15") - both 
are folded. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1150. "James Bond" Posters group of 3 (1) "Moonraker" - (approximately 21" x 14") - Fair to Good; (2) "For Your Eyes 
Only" - (approximately 14.5" x 10") - Excellent and (3) same as (2) German issue (approximately 16" x 11.5") - all are 
folded - see photo. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1151. "James Bond" a group of Books and Videos which includes VHS "A View to a Kill", "Licence to Kill", "Moonraker", plus 
others - all are in widescreen - Books include "James Bond 007" Collection (still factory sealed); "The Essential Bond" hardback 
book, plus others - conditions are generally Good to Mint - see photo. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

1152. "James Bond" a group of related items including Spyfiles, "007 Scene It Edition" game; "Moonraker" card game; 
"James Bond Jr" mug, plus others - conditions vary from Fair to Mint - see photo. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

The 50 Years of Bond Collection 

1153. Corgi 261 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - gold body, red interior with "James Bond 
and Bandit" figures, silver trim, wire wheels - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus a lovely bright example, inner pictorial 
stand is Good Plus to Excellent in a Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box, comes with Secret Instruction pack 
containing folded instruction leaflet, spare Bandit figure and lapel badge - contents are generally Excellent, envelope is 
Fair - see photo. 

 £110 - £130 

1154. Corgi 270 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 - silver, red interior and tyre slashers, gold bumpers and grille, red interior 
with "James Bond" figure - Good Plus still a lovely bright example, inner carded tray is Good Plus, wing flap presentation bubble 
pack is Fair (one flap detached but present), comes with Secret Instruction pack containing folded leaflet, lapel badge, number 
plate label sheet (some applied) and pink Corgi Collectors Club leaflet - envelope is Good - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

1155. Corgi 270 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 (2nd issue) - silver body, red interior with "James Bond" and Bandit figures, 
gold bumpers and grille, Whizzwheels - overall condition is generally Excellent in a generally Good (slightly grubby and faded) 
striped window box with spare Bandit figure - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 
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1156. Corgi 336 "James Bond" Toyota 2000 GT - white body, black interior with "Aki and James Bond" figures, red plastic 
aerial, wire wheels, chrome front bumper - overall condition is generally Good Plus still a lovely bright example, inner pictorial 
stand is Good Plus to Excellent (some small creases) in a Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box (some pencil marks to 
one end flap), comes with separate S728 instruction pack containing Missiles attached to sprue, folded instruction leaflet and 
lapel badge - see photo. 

 £130 - £150 

1157. Corgi 811 "James Bond" Moon Buggy taken from the film "Diamonds Are Forever" - white, blue, red, yellow - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (does have some small paint touch ins) in a Fair blue and yellow window box, inner pictorial 
stand is Good Plus - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

1158. Corgi 269 "James Bond" - Lotus Esprit taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" - white, black, "007" bonnet label 
with instruction leaflet and Missiles attached to sprue - overall condition is generally Excellent in a Good film strip window box 
with "Hammer & Sickle" logo (has been re-cellophaned at some time) - still a bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

1159. Corgi 269 "James Bond" Lotus Esprit taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" - white, black, "007" bonnet label 
with some loose Missiles only - in a Fair to Good (slight crushing) film strip window box without "Hammer & Sickle" logo - see 
photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1160. Corgi 269 "James Bond" - Lotus Esprit taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" - white, black, "007" bonnet 
label - Near Mint in a Good late issue orange, yellow and black window box with detachable pictorial header - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1161. Corgi 1362 "James Bond" - Lotus Esprit (Little & Large) 2-piece set taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" to 
include (1) white, black, "007" bonnet label and (2) Juniors - white, black, "007" bonnet label - comes with some loose 
Missiles - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in a Fair to Good orange, yellow and black late issue window box with 
detachable pictorial header - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

1162. Corgi 269 "James Bond" Lotus Esprit (Code 3 issue) - based on the 1977 Prototype model (half cut) - to show 
components - mounted on blue and black plinth with gold "Prototype Lotus 76" plaque - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1163. Corgi "James Bond" free standing Toy Fair Display Stand advertising "James Bond" Lotus Esprit taken from the film 
"The Spy Who Loved Me", this was used in 1977/1978 to promote the launch of the new Corgi "James Bond" Lotus Esprit, this 
is believed to be a one off made especially for "Reeves International of New York" - a superb and highly sought after 
item - overall condition is generally Near Mint (does require some very slight attention in cleaning) - comes with a wooden 
transport case - previously sold by Vectis Auctions - see photo. 

 £280 - £340 

1164. Corgi 926 "James Bond" - Stromberg Helicopter taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" - black including blades, 
yellow trim - overall condition is generally Near Mint in a Fair to Good striped window box with pictorial header - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1165. Corgi 930 "James Bond" - Drax Helicopter taken from the film "Moonraker" - white, yellow including blades - Near Mint 
in a Fair to Good striped window box with pictorial header - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 
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1166. Corgi 649 "James Bond" Space Shuttle taken from the film "Moonraker" - white, black, orange, complete with 
Satellite - overall condition is generally Near Mint, inner pictorial stand is Good Plus in a generally Fair to Good striped window 
box (has been re-cellophaned at some time) still a bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

1167. Corgi 649 "James Bond" Space Shuttle taken from the film "Moonraker" - this Code 3 issue is mounted on wooden and 
metal display stand with "James Bond Moonraker 1979" gold plaque - has been mounted into professional wooden and glass 
frame - see photo. 

 £130 - £150 

1168. Corgi 272 "James Bond" Citroen 2CV taken from the film "For Your Eyes Only" - deep yellow, red interior, chrome 
trim - Good Plus in a Good film strip carded box and another but Juniors 115 - Near Mint in a Good Plus film strip carded box. 
(2) 

 £20 - £30 

1169. Corgi 272 "James Bond" Citroen 2CV taken from the film "For Your Eyes Only" - deep yellow, red interior, chrome 
trim - Excellent (couple of small marks on chrome) in a Fair to Good late issue orange, yellow and black window box with 
detachable header card. 

 £30 - £40 

1170. Corgi 1358 "James Bond" Citroen 2CV (Little & Large) 2-piece set (1) deep yellow, red interior, chrome trim and (2) 
Juniors - yellow, red interior, Whizzwheels - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in a generally Good orange, yellow 
and black late issue window box (without detachable header card). 

 £60 - £70 

1171. Corgi GS22 "James Bond" 3-piece Gift Set to include Aston Martin DB5 (1st issue) - silver, red interior with "James 
Bond" figure, 4-spoke wheels; Lotus Esprit taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" - white, black, "007" bonnet label and 
"Moonraker" Space Shuttle - white, black, orange with Satellite - also comes with Missiles attached to sprue and 2 x Bandit 
figures in sealed bag - contents are generally Near Mint to Mint, plastic tray is Good Plus, outer striped window box is Fair to 
Good still a bright example that displays well. 

 £120 - £140 

1172. Corgi Juniors E2009 "James Bond" Aerocar taken from the film "The Man with the Golden Gun" - finished in yellow, 
red, black plastic propeller - overall condition is generally Excellent in a Good (slightly grubby) - "unlicensed" presentation 
window box. 

 £80 - £100 

1173. Corgi Juniors 3030 "The Spy Who Loved Me" 5-piece Gift Set to include Lotus Esprit, Stromberg Helicopter, "Jaws" 
Custom Van; Mercedes and Boat on Trailer - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in a Good presentation 
window box. 

 £120 - £140 

1174. Corgi Juniors E3082 "James Bond" 5-piece Gift Set to include "Jaws" Custom Van; Lotus Esprit; Aston Martin DB5; 
"Drax" Helicopter and "Moonraker" Space Shuttle - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint, inner plastic tray is Good Plus, 
outer window box is generally Good to Good Plus (does have some small creases on edges) still a bright example. 

 £120 - £140 
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1175. Corgi Juniors "James Bond" group to include (1) 40 Aston Martin DB5 - metallic silver, red interior; (2) 41 "Moonraker" 
Space Shuttle; (3) 60 Lotus Esprit - white, black, "007" bonnet label and (4) E3019 "Octopussy" Gift Set to include Range 
Rover, Trailer and Jet Aircraft (plastics have some fading) - otherwise conditions are generally Excellent to Mint on Fair to Good 
blister cards. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1176. Corgi 94060 "James Bond" (1/36th scale) Aston Martin DB5 - finished in silver, red interior - a pair which are generally 
Near Mint to Mint complete with badge in generally Good to Good Plus presentation window boxes - both variations with left 
and right badge locations - see photo. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1177. Corgi 96655 (re-issue 270) "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 - silver, red interior and tyre slashers - Mint in a generally 
Excellent striped window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1178. Corgi 96656 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 - gold plated finish, red interior and tyre slashers - Mint including rigid 
perspex case in an Excellent black and gold outer carded sleeve. 

 £40 - £50 

1179. Corgi 65001 "James Bond Collection" Lotus Esprit with "Jaws" figure - finished in white, black with some loose 
Missiles - Excellent Plus (requires very light attention in cleaning) in a generally Good Plus to Excellent lift off lid box with signed 
"Richard Kiel Jaws" lid - inner plastic tray is Excellent (does have some fading) - missing cover - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1180. Corgi "James Bond Collection" set of 7 to include 65001 Lotus Esprit; 65501 Stromberg Helicopter; 65101 Toyota 2000 
GT plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (some require very slight attention in cleaning) in generally 
Good to Excellent Plus presentation lift off lid boxes (some have slight discolouration to plastics and missing some lid 
covers) - see photo. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1181. Corgi USS00011 "James Bond" (1/36th scale) Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Thunderball" - silver, red interior, 
gold front and rear bumpers - Mint, inner carded tray is Near Mint in a generally Good Plus "Spyguise" carded picture box, Ltd 
862/1000. 

 £40 - £50 

1182. Corgi "James Bond" Gyrocopter Helicopter taken from the film "You Only Live Twice" - yellow, silver, black, red - Near 
Mint in a Good Plus "Spyguise" carded picture box, Ltd 323/500. 

 £40 - £50 

1183. Corgi "James Bond" (1/36th scale) Lotus Esprit Turbo taken from the film "For Your Eyes Only" - metallic brown, black 
including skis - Mint, inner carded tray is Excellent in a Good Plus "Spyguise" carded picture box, Ltd 174/250. 

 £40 - £50 

1184. Corgi "James Bond" 2-piece Gift Set taken from the film "Die Another Day" - this Special Ltd 005/007 set contains 
Aston Martin Vanquish - gold plated, black interior (does have some small broken parts including wipers, machine guns and 
mirrors) and Jaguar XKR - gold plated, black interior - conditions are generally Excellent (some slight tarnishing to gold and 
requires some attention in cleaning) in a Near Mint silver and chrome attache case - complete with correct certificate (slightly 
faded) - see photo. 

 £200 - £240 
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1185. Corgi "James Bond" Space Shuttle taken from the film "Moonraker" - gold plated, black plastic base complete with 
Satellite - Ltd 002/007 - Near Mint including silver and chrome attache case complete with correct certificate (very slight 
fading) - see photo. 

 £300 - £400 

1186. Corgi "James Bond" 2-piece Gift Set taken from the film "Goldfinger" - containing Aston Martin DB5 - gold plated, black 
interior and "Goldfinger" Rolls Royce - plated finish, black, whitewall tyres - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus 
(slight tarnishing and requires some attention in cleaning), Ltd 002/007 - containing a generally Excellent black plastic attache 
case - see photo. 

 £200 - £260 

1187. Corgi "James Bond" Aston Martin Volante taken from the film "The Living Daylights" - grey, black roof panel and 
interior, Ltd 126/150 for "Collectables Magazine" - condition is generally Mint contained in a Good tin large film canister with 
"007 and C" plaques plus certificate - see photo. 

 £100 - £150 

1188. Corgi "James Bond" 2-piece Aston Martin Gift Set taken from the film "Casino Royale" (1) DB5 - silver, black interior; 
(2) DBS - grey, black interior - Ltd 200 pcs - condition is Mint on a Near Mint display plinth with an Excellent correct plain white 
outer box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1189. Corgi "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 (1/36th scale) - taken from the film "Goldfinger" - this promotional issue is gold 
plated - Ltd 90/99 - condition is generally Mint in an Excellent ingot display box, comes with certificate and folded instruction 
leaflet - see photo. 

 £300 - £400 

1190. Corgi CC25901 "James Bond" - AEC Routemaster Bus (1/50th scale) - red with "We Meet At Last, Mr Bond" advert to 
one side - see photo - condition is generally Near Mint in a Good Plus lift off lid box with certificate. 

 £35 - £45 

1191. Corgi "James Bond" 8-piece chrome plated Gift Set to include Lotus Esprit, BMW Z3, Aston Martin Vanquish, plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in a generally Excellent silver and chrome attache case with foam 
inner packaging (lid has some small indentations) - see photo. 

 £130 - £160 

1192. Corgi "James Bond" a group of "The Definitive Bond Collection" issues including CC06101 Leyland Double Decker 
Bus; CC99106 4-piece Canister Set; CC99105 "The World is Not Enough" Diorama Set; 04701 Lotus Esprit Turbo, plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (some models are loose within boxes) in generally Good to 
Excellent packaging - see photo. (12) 

 £70 - £80 

1193. Corgi "James Bond" 65102 Toyota 2000 GT taken from the film "You Only Live Twice" - white, black interior with "Aki" 
figure, red plastic aerial - Ltd 122/200 for "Collectables" - Excellent in a Good window box with "007/122" plaque; 04801 Aston 
Martin Volante taken from the film "The Living Daylights" - dark grey, black interior and roof panel, with side skis - overall 
condition is generally Near Mint in an Excellent window box (model is detached) - box end is signed by "Maryam d'Abo" and 
99659 (Juniors) - Aston Martin DB5 "GoldenEye" - silver, chrome trim - Mint on an Excellent blister card with "Bournemouth 
Round Table No-5" flash, Ltd 032/150. (3) 

 £60 - £70 
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1194. Corgi "James Bond" a group of "The Directors Cut" issues to include CC04602 Gyrocopter "Little Nellie"; CC03801 
Aston Martin DBS plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes 
(some models are loose within boxes) plus 2 x gold plated issues (1) CC07505 Aston Martin Vanquish "Die Another Day" and 
(2) CC04307 Aston Martin DB5 - both are generally Excellent (do require slight attention in cleaning) in generally Good (slightly 
grubby around edges) presentation boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

1195. Corgi "James Bond" a group of "007 40th Anniversary" issues to include TY07601 Jaguar XKR; TY02501 Sunbeam 
Alpine; TY07201 Kenworth Tanker (cream and white plastics) plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good to Excellent window boxes (some models are loose within boxes). (10) 

 £60 - £70 

1196. Corgi CC99195 "James Bond" 2-piece "Casino Royale" Gift Set to include Aston Martin DB5 and Aston Martin 
DBS - both are finished in pewter style finish with "Casino Royale" $1,000,000 Chip - contents are generally Mint, wooden 
presentation case is Excellent with a Good Plus outer carded sleeve - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1197. Corgi "James Bond" Gift Sets group of 4 (1) CC99171 gold plated Aston Martin DB5 "Goldfinger" and Aston Martin 
Vanquish "Die Another Day" - Near Mint including presentation box with outer carded sleeve; (2) CC99194 "Casino Royale" 
2-piece set to include Aston Martin DB5 and Aston Martin DBS with casino chip and playing cards - contents are generally Mint 
in an Excellent attache style case (missing outer carded sleeve); (3) CC93989 "A Model History" to include 2 x Aston Martin 
DB5 - Mint including canister tin in an Excellent carded box and (4) CC99193 "Casino Royale" 2-piece set including Aston 
Martin DB5 and Aston Martin DBS - Mint including (factory wrapped) canister tin in a Good Plus to Excellent carded box. (4) 

 £80 - £90 

1198. Corgi CC93983 "James Bond" - Limited Edition Era Set "Daniel Craig" containing Aston Martin DB5 and Aston Martin 
DBS - condition is generally Mint in an Excellent presentation case and another CC93985 "Roger Moore" to include Lotus Esprit 
(underwater version) and Lotus Esprit Turbo - Mint in a Near Mint presentation box, inner plastic slide is signed by "Roger 
Moore", plus with correct double sided folded leaflet in conjunction with Autographed Series (Ltd 1000). (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1199. Corgi "James Bond" Era Set group of 3 (1) CC93990 "Sean Connery" to include Aston Martin DB5 and "Goldfinger" 
Rolls Royce; (2) CC93991 "Roger Moore" to include Lotus Esprit (underwater version) and Lotus Esprit Turbo - Ltd 177/1000 
"Roger Moore" signature, certificate in conjunction with (Danbury Mint Promotions) and (3) CC93992 "Pierce Brosnan" - Aston 
Martin Vanquish and Jaguar XKR taken from the film "Die Another Day" - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to 
Mint presentation boxes. (3) 

 £80 - £100 

1200. Corgi (small scale) - "James Bond" group to include TY99135 8-piece Canister Gift Set; TY95901 "Die Another 
Day" - 2-piece Gift Set, Ltd 022/150 for "Collectables"; "Casino Royale" 2-piece set "Marks & Spencer" exclusive issue and 
TY99296 "James Bond 007" 4-piece set - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
packaging. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1201. Corgi (Juniors style) - "James Bond" set of 10 to include 99261 "GoldenEye" Aston Martin DB5; 99662 "For Your Eyes 
Only" Lotus Esprit Turbo; 99651 "Dr No" Sunbeam Alpine plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Excellent to 
Near Mint blister cards. (10) 

 £50 - £60 
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1202. Corgi (Juniors style) - "James Bond" set of 10 to include 99261 "GoldenEye" Aston Martin DB5; 99662 "For Your Eyes 
Only" Lotus Esprit Turbo; 99651 "Dr No" Sunbeam Alpine plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Excellent to 
Near Mint blister cards. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1203. Corgi (Juniors style) - "James Bond" set of 10 to include 99261 "GoldenEye" Aston Martin DB5; 99662 "For Your Eyes 
Only" Lotus Esprit Turbo; 99651 "Dr No" Sunbeam Alpine plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Excellent to 
Near Mint blister cards. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1204. Joyride "James Bond" (1/18th scale) Aston Martin DBS taken from the film "Casino Royale" - dark grey, black 
interior - Mint in a Good window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1205. Joyride "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - a pair (1) Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - grey-silver, chrome 
trim and (2) Chevrolet Corvette - silver, black interior taken from the film "A View to a Kill" - conditions are generally Excellent 
(do require slight attention in cleaning) - both models are loose within boxes in generally Good to Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1206. Autoart "James Bond" (1/18th scale) a pair (1) Lotus Esprit (road version) taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved 
Me" - white, black, chrome trim and (2) Lotus Esprit Turbo taken from the film "For Your Eyes Only" - metallic brown, black 
including skis - conditions are generally Near Mint (do require slight attention in cleaning) in Poor to Fair window boxes (both 
models are loose within boxes). (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1207. Autoart "James Bond" (1/18th scale) group of 3 (1) Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - silver-grey, 
chrome trim; (2) same as (1) but wheels, bumpers and some other accessories detached but present and (3) Toyota 2000 GT 
taken from the film "You Only Live Twice" - white, black (one wheel detached but present) - otherwise conditions are generally 
Good to Excellent Plus in Poor to Good window boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1208. Paul's Model Art "James Bond" a group of 3 taken from the film "Die Another Day" (1) Aston Martin Vanquish - silver; 
(2) Jaguar XKR Roadster - green and (3) Ford Thunderbird - dark peach - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near 
Mint (require very light attention in cleaning) in generally Fair to Good window boxes (some models slightly loose within boxes). 
(3) 

 £60 - £70 

1209. Tchibo (approximately 1/16th scale) "James Bond" plastic radio-controlled BMW Z3 taken from the film 
"GoldenEye" - blue, beige and cream interior - condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint, polystyrene tray is Excellent 
in a Good (slightly grubby and scuffed) window box. 

 £50 - £60 

1210. Joyride "James Bond" (1/18th scale) Ford Mustang Mach 1 taken from the film "Diamonds Are Forever" - red including 
interior, black, silver and chrome trim - Mint in an Excellent window box. 

 £50 - £60 

1211. Kyosho "James Bond" (1/12th scale) BMW Z8 taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - silver, black interior, 
chrome trim with many working features - condition is believed to be Mint (still factory sealed in polystyrene), outer carded box 
is Excellent Plus, also comes with transit carton plus wooden and perspex display case which appears to be Mint in an 
Excellent box - see photo (with correct Danbury Mint certificate) - see photo. 

 £150 - £200 
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1212. Kyosho "James Bond" (1/12th scale) BMW Z8 taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - silver, black, chrome 
with many working features - overall condition is generally Near Mint (does require some slight attention in cleaning), 
polystyrene tray is Excellent in a Good Plus carded box - see photo. 

 £110 - £140 

1213. Kyosho "James Bond" (1/12th scale) Aston Martin Vanquish taken from the film "Die Another Day" - grey, chrome 
trim - with working features - overall condition appears to be generally Mint, polystyrene tray is Near Mint in an Excellent outer 
carded picture box, also comes accompanied with correct perspex display case which is Excellent in a Good Plus box (with 
Danbury Mint certificate) - see photo. 

 £180 - £220 

1214. Danbury Mint "James Bond" (1/24th scale) gold plated Aston Martin DB5 - with many working features - overall 
condition is generally Near Mint a beautiful example, polystyrene tray is Excellent including white box with gold trim and correct 
certificate, also comes accompanied with correct perspex and wooden display case (plaque never applied) - see photo. 

 £120 - £150 

1215. Eaglemoss "James Bond" kitbuilt Aston Martin DB5 (1/8th scale) - finished in silver-grey with chrome trim - many 
working features - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus (missing one wiper and requires very light attention in 
cleaning) - also comes accompanied with wooden case for transport purposes only - see photo. 

 £280 - £340 

1216. "James Bond" (1/8th scale) - Aston Martin DB5 factory built model (Zindart Manufacturing Limited Hong Kong) - this 
believed by the vendor to be used as the European factory built promotional issue model (released in kit form through 
Eaglemoss) - this very rare impressive model with many working features appears overall to be generally Near Mint to Mint, 
comes in a specially designed polystyrene case with carded box which is generally Good - superb opportunity to acquire 
originally sold by Vectis Auctions 20th March 2018. 

 £1100 - £1300 

1217. Ros "James Bond" (1/32nd scale) New Holland W190 taken from the film "Casino Royale" - finished in yellow, dark 
grey shovel, mid-grey cab, black trim - Mint including wooden display stand with plaque - outer carded film box is generally 
Good with polystyrene packing piece - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1218. Kyosho "James Bond" (1/18th scale) BMW Z8 taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - silver, black interior, 
complete with detachable hood - Mint, polystyrene tray is Excellent in a Good Plus carded film picture box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1219. UT Models (Paul's Model Art) - "James Bond" (1/18th scale) BMW Z3 taken from the film "GoldenEye" - blue, beige 
and tan interior - Mint including polystyrene tray, outer carded film picture box is Good Plus (BMW Exclusive Dealership 
issue) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1220. Minichamps "James Bond" (1/24th scale) BMW 750 IL taken from the film "Tomorrow Never Dies" - grey, silver 
trim - Mint including display plinth, polystyrene tray is Excellent in a Good Plus carded film picture box (BMW Exclusive 
Dealership issue) - comes accompanied with original purchase receipt from BMW - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 
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1221. Minichamps "James Bond" - (1/18th scale) BMW R1200C Motorbike taken from the film "Tomorrow Never 
Dies" - cream, silver, chrome (one damaged mirror loose but present) - otherwise Excellent on a Mint display plinth, polystyrene 
packaging is Excellent, outer carded film pictorial box is Excellent - see photo. 

 £30 - £50 

1222. Scalextric C3664A "James Bond" - Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - Ltd 4500 "Celebrating 50 Years 
of Goldfinger" - Near Mint including presentation box with outer carded sleeve. 

 £30 - £50 

1223. Scalextric C3268A "James Bond" - 2-piece Slot Car set taken from the film "Skyfall" include Aston Martin DB5 and 
Range Rover Vogue SE, Ltd 1751/3500 - Mint in an Excellent presentation box. 

 £50 - £60 

1224. Scalextric C3162A "James Bond" Slot Car - Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Casino Royale" - Mint in a Near Mint 
presentation box (2nd of 3). 

 £30 - £40 

1225. Scalextric C3163A "James Bond" Slot Car - Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - Mint including 
presentation box (3rd of 3). 

 £30 - £50 

1226. Scalextric C3091A "James Bond" Slot Car - Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - Mint including 
presentation case (1st of 3). 

 £30 - £50 

1227. Scalextric "James Bond" Slot Car Set taken from the film "Spectre" to include Aston Martin DB10 and Jaguar 
C-X75 - contents appear to be Near Mint to Mint in an Excellent box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1228. Carrera "James Bond" Slot Car - Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - Near Mint in an Excellent rigid 
perspex case, another - unboxed - Good Plus (missing front bumper and some smaller parts) plus a quantity of loose track and 
some accessories - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

1229. Hot Wheels (Mattel) CMC94 "James Bond" (1/18th scale) - Aston Martin DB10 taken from the film "Spectre" - silver, 
black interior - Mint, polystyrene tray is Near Mint, outer carded picture box is Excellent - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1230. Eidai Grip Corporation "James Bond" - Lotus Esprit taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" - finished in white, 
blue tinted windows, with various decals including "007 Submarine Car" to doors - this rare and hard to find issue is generally 
Near Mint (accessories and instruction sheet in sealed bag) - in a generally Good Plus (very slightly faded) presentation window 
box - see photo. 

 £400 - £500 

1231. Hot Wheels (Mattel) "James Bond" related to include Ford Mustang Mach 1 "Diamonds Are Forever"; Aston Martin 
DBS "Casino Royale"; Johnny Lightning "Goldfinger" Dragster; Aston Martin DB5 "Tomorrow Never Dies" and Lotus Esprit 
Turbo "For Your Eyes Only" - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Excellent to Mint blister cards. (5) 

 £20 - £30 
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1232. Matchbox "James Bond" Gift Set taken from the film "Licence to Kill" to include Helicopter, Sea Plane, Pick-up Truck 
and Articulated Tanker - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, plastic tray is Excellent in a Good Plus window 
box (does have some marks to front where labels have been removed) and 2 x "A View to a Kill" (1) Rolls Royce Silver Cloud 
and (2) Renault 11 "Taxi" - Mint in Excellent (sealed) window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1233. Shell "James Bond" a group of 5 to include Aston Martin DBS; Sunbeam Alpine; BMW Z3 Roadster; Lotus Esprit 
(underwater version) and Aston Martin DB5 - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases, all 
come with outer cartons which are generally Excellent to Mint. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

1234. Solido 1829 "James Bond" (1/43rd scale) - Citroen 2CV taken from the film "For Your Eyes Only" - yellow with "007" to 
sides - Mint including rigid perspex case, carded sleeve is Good and another but Vitesse L190 - Mint in a Near Mint rigid 
perspex case. (2) 

 £30 - £35 

1235. "James Bond" Rolls Royce taken from the film "Goldfinger" - this Limited Edition (early 1990's) were made in 
conjunction with the "James Bond" Collectors Club - "Dave Worral" - the models were based on a Solido - finished in black, 
yellow, 100 were commissioned but only 35 actually produced, this being 026 with correct certificate, rigid perspex and correct 
outer carded sleeve - this superb example of a rare and hard to find issue - see photo. 

 £200 - £300 

1236. Corgi "James Bond" smaller scale issues a group to include "Casino Royale" Aston Martin DBS; another "Twister Z"; 
BMW Z3 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Excellent to Mint blister cards (some bubbles have slight 
discolouration). (6) 

 £20 - £30 

1237. Corgi "James Bond" Juniors Bobsleigh (1) "Spectre" - orange, grey plastic fender - Good Plus to Excellent; (2) "James 
Bond 007" - yellow (without fender) - Good to Good Plus; Rockets Ford Escort and Ford Capri - both are generally Poor to Fair, 
all are taken from the film "On Her Majesty's Secret Service". (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1238. Minichamps "James Bond" 3-piece Gift Set taken from the film "Die Another Day" to include Jaguar XKR Roadster; 
Aston Martin Vanquish and Ford Thunderbird - conditions appear to be generally Mint in an Excellent Plus presentation box. 

 £50 - £60 

1239. Herpa "James Bond" (1/87th scale) - BMW Z8 taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - Mint including 
presentation plastic case in a Good carded film picture box and another Set of 3 BMW's (1) Z3 Roadster; (2) Z8 Roadster and 
(3) 750 IL - conditions are Mint including rigid perspex case in a Good (slightly grubby) carded film strip box. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1240. Johnny Lightning "James Bond" a group to include Ford Mustang "Thunderball"; Chevy Corvette "A View to a Kill"; 
BMW Z8 "The World is Not Enough" plus others - although there is duplication all have different colour collectors 
cards - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Good to Mint blister cards. (18) 

 £80 - £90 

1241. Johnny Lightning "James Bond" a group to include Toyota 2000 GT "You Only Live Twice"; Aston Martin DB5 
"GoldenEye"; Ford Mustang Convertible "Goldfinger" plus others - although includes some duplication all have different colour 
collectors cards - conditions are generally Mint on Good Plus to Mint blister cards. (9) 

 £40 - £50 
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1242. Johnny Lightning "James Bond" a group of "40th 007 Anniversary" issues to include "Ambulance" - "The Living 
Daylights"; Chevy Corvette "A View to a Kill"; Mercury Cougar Convertible "On Her Majesty's Secret Service" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Good Plus to Near Mint blister cards (some have slight yellowing to bubbles). 
(12) 

 £50 - £60 

1243. Little Lead Soldiers JB4 "James Bond" Aston Martin Volante taken from the film "The Living Daylights" - this white 
metal kit appears to be generally Mint (contents not checked for correctness) with correct instruction and folded leaflets in a 
Near Mint presentation lift off lid box. 

 £80 - £100 

1244. Little Lead Soldiers "James Bond" Bentley Set to include Vintage Bentley - finished in green, black tonneau, with 
"James Bond and Honey Rider" figures, complete with picnic basket (model is based on Brumm) - also comes accompanied 
with 3 x extra figures (1) "Miss Moneypenny"; (2) "Dr No" and (3) "Q" - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus in a Good 
Plus to Excellent presentation lift off lid box (does have some small scuffs to edges) with correct certificate on inner lid, Ltd 
264/1000 - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1245. Little Lead Soldiers "James Bond" JB3 "Bond & Villains" Character Set - also includes "Dr No" plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in a generally Excellent presentation lift off lid box (couple of small edges) with folded 
leaflet; "James Bond" figure - Mint in "Greetings 007" presentation card box; Bookmark and "007" Tie - conditions are generally 
Excellent to Excellent Plus. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1246. Little Lead Soldiers "James Bond" Chess Set - comes complete with all correct figures - which are generally Good Plus 
to Mint in generally Good Plus trays (do have some scuffs around edges and require some slight attention in cleaning), outer 
play board is Good Plus (some scuffs on edges) - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1247. Hasbro Action Man "James Bond" a pair (1) "The World is Not Enough" - Mint in a generally Excellent presentation 
window box and (2) Limited Edition "Tomorrow Never Dies" - Mint in an Excellent presentation box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1248. Sideshow "James Bond" group of 3 (1) "Dr No" - James Bond; (2) "Dr No" and (3) "Thunderball" - James 
Bond - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (some have been removed from boxes and replaced back in) in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent presentation boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1249. Sideshow "James Bond" - a group of 3 "Goldfinger" (1) "Odd Job"; (2) "Pussy Galore" and (3) "James 
Bond" - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (all have been removed from boxes and replaced back in), 
presentation boxes are generally Good Plus to Excellent. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1250. Sideshow "James Bond" group of 3 (1) "Live and Let Die" - "Tee Hee"; (2) "The Man with the Golden Gun" - James 
Bond and (3) "The Spy Who Loved Me" - "Q" - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (all have been removed 
from box at some time) in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1251. Sideshow "James Bond" group of 3 (1) "On Her Majesty's Secret Service" - "Ernest Blofeld"; (2) "James Bond" and (3) 
"Live and Let Die" - "James Bond" - conditions are generally Excellent (all have been removed from boxes at some time) in 
generally Good to Good Plus presentation boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £80 
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1252. Sideshow "James Bond" - a pair of "Moonraker" (1) "Jaws" and (2) "James Bond" - conditions are generally Excellent 
(have been removed from boxes) in generally Good Plus presentation boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1253. Sideshow "James Bond" a pair (1) "Thunderball" - "James Bond" and (2) "The Man with the Golden Gun" - "Francisco 
Scaramanga" - conditions are generally Excellent (have been removed from boxes at some time) in generally Good to Good 
Plus boxes (some small accessories missing). (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1254. Sideshow "James Bond" - a group of 3 "Die Another Day" (1) "Jinx"; (2) "Zao" and (3) "James Bond" - conditions 
appear to be generally Excellent in Fair to Good Plus presentation boxes (all have been removed at some time). (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1255. Sideshow "James Bond" group of 3 (1) "Licence to Kill" - "Franz Sanchez"; (2) "James Bond" and (3) "Tomorrow Never 
Dies" - "Wai Lin" - conditions appear to be generally Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus presentation boxes (all have 
been removed at some time). (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1256. Sideshow "James Bond" a group of 3 taken from the film "GoldenEye" (1) "Xenia Onatopp"; (2) "James Bond" and (3) 
"Alec Trevelyan 006" - conditions are generally Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus presentation boxes (all have been 
removed from boxes at some time). (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1257. Dragon Figures (1/9th scale) "GoldenEye" - "James Bond" figure; another but window box issue; "Tomorrow Never 
Dies" - "James Bond", (1/16th scale) - "Wai Lin" and 2 x Exclusive Premiere "Tomorrow Never Dies" (1) "James Bond"; (2) "Wai 
Lin" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes and presentation bubble packs. 
(6) 

 £50 - £60 

1258. Medicom Toy "James Bond" Action Figure taken from the film "Dr No" - this Limited Edition is generally Mint in an 
Excellent window box and Wild Toys "MI6" Agent figure (unlicensed James Bond) - Mint in a Excellent presentation case with 
outer carded sleeve. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1259. Mego 96001 "James Bond" 12.5" Figure "James Bond" - taken from the film "Moonraker" - dressed in space 
suit - overall condition appears to be generally Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Good presentation window box. 

 £100 - £120 

1260. Mego 96002 "James Bond" 12.5" "Drax" figure taken from the film "Moonraker" - overall condition appears to be 
generally Excellent Plus (usual slight discolouration to face) in a Good Plus presentation window box (couple of small scuffs 
around edges). 

 £100 - £120 

1261. Mego 96003 "James Bond" 12.5" "Holly" figure taken from the film "Moonraker" - Excellent Plus (usual very slight 
discolouration to face) in a Good Plus presentation window box. 

 £100 - £120 

1262. Mego 13361 "James Bond" 12.5" "Jaws" figure taken from the film "Moonraker" - overall condition is generally Good 
Plus (very slight discolouration to face) still a nice bright example in a Good (slightly creased and grubby around edges) 
presentation window box. 

 £100 - £120 
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1263. Mego 96001/1 "James Bond" 12.5" "James Bond" Figure - taken from the film "Moonraker" - dressed in space suit with 
accessories and instruction leaflet - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (usual slight discolouration to face) in a 
generally Fair to Good (complete) presentation window box. 

 £110 - £130 

1264. Cecil Coleman "James Bond 007" 111/10186 Action Figure - this EXTREMELY RARE issue of "Commander Bond" is 
generally Excellent Plus (very slight wear to face), comes in a generally Good Plus lift off lid box taken from the film "You Only 
Live Twice" - see photo. 

 £600 - £700 

1265. Gilbert "James Bond" 10-piece Figure Set which includes "Goldfinger"; "Miss Moneypenny"; "Largo"; "James Bond"; 
plus others - figures appear to be generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in a generally Fair presentation box (one figure is 
loose) - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1266. Gilbert 16565 "James Bond" Action Toy Set 5 "M's Secret Desk" with "James Bond, Moneypenny and M" 
figures - figures are Mint, presentation box is Excellent (cellophane is ripped on front) - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1267. Gilbert 16101 "James Bond 007" - Action Figure dressed in red shorts and flippers, white top, comes with gun and 
holder, comes with red mask and snorkel - also comes with correct instruction leaflet - overall condition is generally Excellent 
(slight discolouration around eyes) in a Good lift off lid box (does have some slight fading to lid) still a bright example. 

 £200 - £300 

1268. Gilbert 16012 "James Bond" - "Odd Job" Action Figure - dressed in white Karate suit, black shorts and bowler 
hat - overall condition is generally Excellent, clothing is Good Plus (couple of small stains) in a Fair to Good lift off lid box with 
instruction leaflet (some water staining) - see photo. 

 £200 - £300 

1269. Gilbert M7124 "James Bond" - tinplate Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger/Thunderball" - this 
battery-operated issue is finished in silver, chrome trim - with correct Bandit figure - overall condition is generally Excellent 
(battery box is rust free) in a generally Good lift off lid picture box (some small scuffs around edges). 

 £280 - £320 

1270. Gilbert "James Bond" - Spy Watch - finished in silver/chrome with "007" to front - complete with red, white and blue 
strap - overall condition is generally Near Mint on an Excellent backing card, comes with black plastic tray and original 
guarantee/instruction leaflet - see photo. 

 £150 - £200 

1271. Gilbert "James Bond" Movie Characters a group to include "Odd Job"; "James Bond"; "Miss Moneypenny" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on Fair to Good Plus blister cards - also comes with carded header 
taken from metal display stand - Fair to Good (grubby around edges). (11) 

 £120 - £140 

1272. Gilbert 19750 "James Bond 007" Slot Car Road Race Set which includes 6 x plastic slot together track pieces plus 
various accessories - comes with Aston Martin DB5 and Ford Mustang Cars (contents not checked for correctness) - with 
correct instruction leaflet - overall condition is generally Good to Excellent in a Fair carded box - see photo. 

 £200 - £300 
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1273. Lone Star 1397 "James Bond 007" - "Thunderball" Craft - this plastic made issue finished in red, silver, blue is 
generally Good Plus (rear "007" paddle is broken) - inner card is Good Plus, presentation box is Fair to Good (some small tears 
to front) - see photo. 

 £150 - £200 

1274. Wembley W1508 "James Bond" Spin Saw taken from the film "Octopussy" - overall condition appears to be generally 
Mint on a Fair blister card. 

 £60 - £70 

1275. "James Bond" Replica Prop taken from the film "Moonraker" - Lab Cylinder which carried toxic virus - presented in 
silver presentation tin with "Moonraker Drax Enterprise Corporation" label - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1276. Jere - "James Bond" Replica Prop Faberge Egg taken from the film "Octopussy" - finished in green, gold trim with 
brightly coloured stones - comes complete with carriage inside - overall condition is Near Mint including presentation lift off lid 
box - see photo. 

 £150 - £200 

1277. Griffin Aerospace Models "James Bond" - Gyrocopter "Little Nellie" taken from the film "You Only Live 
Twice" - condition appears to be generally Mint complete with wood and metal stand in a generally Good carded box with foam 
inner packaging. 

 £120 - £140 

1278. Griffin Aerospace Models "James Bond" - Aerocar "Scaramanga" taken from the film "The Man with the Golden 
Gun" - brown, yellow, silver trim - although overall condition is Excellent has had repair, comes with wood and metal stand - see 
photo. 

 £80 - £90 

1279. Griffin Aerospace Models "James Bond" - Jet Aircraft taken from the film "Octopussy" - finished in white with red and 
blue stripes, grey windows - Near Mint including wood and metal display stand - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

1280. Topps "James Bond" - American issue "Moonraker" carded Bubblegum Dispenser - which is generally Fair, includes 
one pack containing Viewmaster slide - Good Plus; Sweet Cigarette packet x 2 - which are generally Fair to Good and a 
quantity of "Moonraker" cigarette cards - which are generally Excellent - see photo. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1281. Sony Ericsson - "James Bond" - "Die Another Day" Phone - this special promotional issue (circa 2002) appears to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint with correct instruction leaflets and lead - box is generally Excellent Plus, outer carded sleeve is 
Good Plus - see photo. 

 £150 - £200 

1282. Lone Star "James Bond" Secret Agent Set containing Rifle, Pistol, Camera, Binoculars, Holster, Handcuffs, 2 x 
Grenades, Knife, Badge and Identity Card - conditions are generally Good Plus contained in a Fair to Good presentation box 
(slightly grubby around edges) - still a bright example of a hard to find set. 

 £400 - £500 

1283. Lone Star "James Bond 007" Presentation Set to include Pistol with silencer, Identification Card, Badge and 
Holster - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus (pistol does have some surface corrosion in places) contained in a Fair to 
Good presentation box (missing handcuffs) - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 
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1284. Lone Star "James Bond 007" Sniper's Rifle - finished in black, gold - overall condition appears to be generally Excellent 
in a Good Plus colourful carded box - has been professionally mounted into glass and wood display case (ideal for 
hanging) - see photo. 

 £600 - £700 

1285. KKS (Japan) - "James Bond" - "Secret Agent 007" Gun Set comprising of Walcer gun and silencer, bullets, scope and 
rifle stock - overall condition appears to be generally Near Mint, inner carded tray is Good Plus (couple of very small tears) in a 
generally Good Plus to Excellent lift off lid box showing "Sean Connery" image - rare and hard to find set. 

 £500 - £600 

1286. Multiple Products 1101 "James Bond" - "007 Bond" Sharpshooter Set - includes gun, bullets and targets - overall 
condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in a generally Good Plus (factory sealed) blister card. 

 £200 - £260 

1287. Daiwa Toys "James Bond 007" Book Gun Set - book end pulls out polystyrene tray which contains gun - overall 
condition is generally Excellent in a Good Plus book - see photo. 

 £120 - £140 

1288. Lone Star 1209 "James Bond 007" Pistol - finished in gold, black butt and silencer - overall condition is generally Near 
Mint in a generally Good Plus presentation window box (small tear to cellophane). 

 £80 - £120 

1289. Lone Star 1208 "James Bond" - Space Gun taken from the film "Moonraker" - white, red butt - overall condition is 
generally Near Mint, plastic tray is Excellent Plus, outer window box is Good Plus - nice bright example. 

 £100 - £120 

1290. Lone Star 1410 "James Bond" Gun Set taken from the film "A View to a Kill" to include pistol, holster and belt - overall 
condition is generally Mint in a Good Plus presentation window box. 

 £50 - £60 

1291. Wicke 0482 "James Bond 007" Quick Firing Cap Gun - condition appears to be generally Mint in a Good Plus (slightly 
discoloured) bubble pack. 

 £50 - £60 

1292. Wicke 0445 "James Bond 007" Gun - "May Day" taken from the film "A View to a Kill" - Mint on a Good Plus (factory 
sealed) blister card - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1293. Wicke "James Bond 007" Quick Firing Gun taken from the film "The Living Daylights" - Mint in a Good to Good Plus 
carded box. 

 £40 - £50 

1294. Wicke "James Bond" Quick Firing Gun taken from the film "The Living Daylights" - Mint on a Good Plus (factory sealed) 
blister card. 

 £40 - £60 

1295. Wicke 0382 "James Bond 007" Quick Firing Gun - Near Mint in a Good Plus carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 
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1296. Wicke 0482 "James Bond 007" Quick Firing Gun - finished in brown with gold "007" - Mint on a Good Plus (factory 
sealed) blister card. 

 £50 - £60 

1297. Imperial Toy Corporation 8744 "James Bond 007" 380 Automatic Gun with silencer and scope - blue - Mint on a 
generally Excellent (factory sealed) blister card. 

 £50 - £60 

1298. Imperial Toy Corporation 8745 "James Bond 007" 9mm Sub-Machine Gun - finished in blue with bullets attached to 
sprue - Mint on a Good Plus (factory sealed) blister card. 

 £50 - £60 

1299. Wicke (Lone Star) - "James Bond" group of 3 (1) 22 - Automatic Gun - Mint in an Excellent carded box; (2) another but 
in presentation box and (3) Gun Holster with strap - Mint on an Excellent backing card. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1300. Wicke (Lone Star) a group to include 0472 "GoldenEye" Gun with silencer; 0414 "The World is Not Enough"; "James 
Bond" 0867 Handcuffs plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on generally Good to Near Mint blister 
cards. (7) 

 £80 - £90 

1301. Bright Star 3330 "James Bond International Secret Agent" Set which includes gun, binoculars, camera, watch, plus 
others including ephemera and paperwork - condition is generally Near Mint in a generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of 
small marks around edges) attache style case with "Roger Moore" to front - see photo. 

 £200 - £240 

1302. Simba "James Bond" - unlicensed "707" Super Agent Attache Case Set including pistol, handcuffs, compass, plus 
various accessories (9 pieces in total) - condition is generally Mint in a Near Mint attache case with outer carded sleeve which is 
Good Plus - see photo. 

 £20 - £30 

1303. "James Bond" - (circa 1960's) Gas Lighter in the shape of a Gun - finished in black - overall condition is generally Good 
to Good Plus (does have some loss of paint around edges) in a Good Plus black and gold presentation case with "007 Gas 
Lighter" embossed to inner lid - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

1304. SD Studios Ltd "James Bond" - Replica Golden Gun "20th Anniversary Edition" - taken from the film "The Man with the 
Golden Gun" - 24 carat gold plating (99.7 pure) - comes in glass and wooden display case with "007" embossed to lid, also 
comes accompanied with separate wooden display plaque with Ltd 370/7500 plaque - superb opportunity to acquire a rare and 
hard to find item. 

 £1200 - £1500 

1305. "James Bond" - Rare (Attache) - Briefcase from the publicity campaign for the "James Bond" film - "Goldfinger" (United 
Artists 1964) - gold coloured with textured gold plastic handle, metal flip latches - front image depicts Sean Connery and model 
Margaret Nolan in nude pose - would have originally contained a letter from Eon Productions, a press book, a set of lobby cards 
and poster - although overall condition is generally Good, does have scuffs around edges and some slight surface corrosion to 
metal parts, still an extremely rare and collectable item - see photo. 

 £1500 - £2000 
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1306. Jumbo "James Bond" Board Game - comes with 4 x figures, playing cards, some accessories and board - see photo, 
also comes with accompanied with correct playing instruction sheet in a generally Good lift off lid box (does have scuffs to 
edges) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1307. Milton Bradley "James Bond" - "Thunderball" Jigsaw; Arrow "James Bond" - "Thunderball" 007 Jigsaw and Spear's 
Games "The James Bond 007" Secret Service Game with board, playing cards and accessories - contents are generally 
Excellent to Mint (none are checked for correctness) in generally Fair lift off lid boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1308. Royal Doulton "James Bond" - "Jack" Bulldog - Mint including presentation lift off lid box, outer carded sleeve is Good 
Plus - see photo. 

 £120 - £140 

1309. Royal Doulton "James Bond" - "Jack" Bulldog - Mint including presentation lift off lid box, outer carded sleeve is Good 
Plus - see photo. 

 £120 - £140 

1310. Airfix 10174 "James Bond" Space Shuttle Kit taken from the film "Moonraker" - contents appears to be generally Good 
to Excellent (many items still on sprue) in a Fair to Good lift off lid box, 3 x re-issues (1) Autogyro; (2) "James Bond & Odd Job" 
figure set and (3) Polar Lights "James Bond 007" figure - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes (one 
is still in factory wrap). (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1311. Italeri 48182 "James Bond" - "Skyfall" Agusta Westland Helicopter - Near Mint in a Good Plus presentation box and 
1332 another but kit issue - believed to be Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent (factory sealed) lift off lid box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1312. "James Bond" - "50th Anniversary" Bollinger Gift Pack to include unopened bottle of Bollinger "2002" - cooler case and 
brochure - done in conjunction with "Skyfall" - contents are generally Near Mint, outer presentation box is Good - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

1313. Cartamundi "James Bond 007" Luxury Poker Set "Celebrating 50 Years of 007" - contents and case are generally Mint 
in a Good carded box (does have scuffs to edges) - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

1314. CMP "James Bond" JB0204 Backflash (circa 1987) - Mint in a Good carded sleeve and JB0105 Licence Holder and 
bullet holes - Mint on an Excellent blister card - both are based on the film "The Living Daylights". (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1315. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figures a pair of Display Stands - which are generally Fair to Good (header sign has damage 
but present, other is missing). (2) 

 £30 - £50 

1316. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figure "Roger Moore" - "James Bond" - Ltd 1000 pieces with certificate - Near Mint in a Good 
Plus box. 

 £120 - £140 
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1317. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figure - "Sean Connery" - "James Bond" - Ltd 1000 with certificate - Mint in a Fair to Good 
box. 

 £100 - £120 

1318. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figures a group of 4 (1) "Jaws"; (2) "Blofeld"; (3) "Scaramanga" and (4) "Drax" - conditions 
are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good (slightly grubby) to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1319. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figures group of 3 (1) "Honey Rider"; (2) "Dr No" and (3) "James Bond" - Sean 
Connery - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus (slightly grubby) boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1320. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figures group of 3 (1) "Miss Moneypenny"; (2) "M" and (3) "Q" - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus (slightly grubby) carded boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1321. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figures group to include (1) "Zukovsky"; (2) "Agent 006"; (3) "Elektra" and (4) "James 
Bond" - Pierce Brosnan - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1322. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figures group (1) "Mary Goodnight"; (2) another but with presentation box; (3) "James 
Bond" - Roger Moore and (4) "James Bond" - Pierce Brosnan - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to 
Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1323. Corgi "James Bond" F04101 Icon Figure Diorama set taken from the film "Dr No" includes diorama and 3 x figures (1) 
"Dr No"; (2) "James Bond and (3) "Honey Rider" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, polystyrene packaging is 
Good (does have some splits) in a generally Good carded box (some small scuffs to edges) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1324. Corgi "Spyguise" - "James Bond" issues (1) Icon Figure - "James Bond" - Pierce Brosnan - taken from the film 
"GoldenEye" - Mint in a Good carded picture box, Ltd 51/250, inner foam packaging is Fair and (2) Moon Buggy taken from the 
film "Diamonds Are Forever" - silver, white, black - Mint in a Fair to Good carded picture box, Ltd 222/500. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1325. Eaglemoss - "James Bond" Magazine Issues set of 134 to include Aston Martin DB5; Aston Martin Vanquish, Range 
Rover; Dragon Tank; Lotus Esprit Turbo plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging 
(each one is complete with magazine and sealed). (134) 

 £300 - £400 

1326. "James Bond" original used Prop taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - fuel rod from the Nuclear Submarine 
with foam rubber stunt tip - comes with colour still showing "Renard" (Robert Carlyle) plus certificate of authenticity - mounted 
into a wooden case - see photo. 

 £150 - £200 

1327. "James Bond" original used Prop taken from the film "Die Another Day" - "Zao's" Pistol - professionally mounted into 
wall display cabinet, comes with certificate of authenticity (The Prop Store London) - see photo. 

 £400 - £500 
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1328. "James Bond" - used Prop taken from the film "GoldenEye" - Machine Gun used by "Xenia Onatopp" - (Famke 
Janssen) - professionally mounted frame with certificate of authenticity (The Prop Store London) - impressive display item - see 
photo. 

 £400 - £600 

1329. "James Bond" Props (1) used "Zukovsky" Caviar; (2) replica prop Detonator "GoldenEye" and (3) "The Living 
Daylights" Bullet on Chain plus Diamonds mounted into presentation plush case - Good to Excellent. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1330. "James Bond" Safety Matches a group of 30 all depicting various "James Bond" films including "Dr No"; "You Only Live 
Twice"; "Live and Let Die"; "Octopussy"; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint (all still factory sealed in packs of 
10). (30) 

 £25 - £35 

1331. "James Bond" carded Mobile done in conjunction with the film "The Living Daylights" - double sided (different images 
see photo) - overall condition is generally Good Plus. 

 £30 - £40 

1332. US Games Systems "James Bond" JB007 "Live and Let Die" Tarot Game which includes pack of tarot cards, layout 
sheet and booklet - condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent, inner carded tray is Good Plus, outer carded sleeve is 
Fair - see photo (circa 1973). 

 £40 - £50 

1333. Golden Wonder Promotional "James Bond" - "Licence to Kill" an exciting new James Bond card game - cards appear 
to be generally Good Plus to Excellent (unchecked for correctness) in a Poor to Fair outer carded sleeve and unlicensed 
"Secret Agent 007" twin figure set - both come with briefcases - condition is generally Mint on a Near Mint blister card. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1334. "Crossplot" Lobby Cards a group each showing black and white picture, plus "Roger Moore" image to side - conditions 
are generally Good to Excellent - see photo. (8) 

 £30 - £50 

1335. "James Bond" - Agent 007 Video Box Set taken from the film "Tomorrow Never Dies" to include Micro FM Radio; Micro 
Camera, plus VHS Video box set "Tomorrow Never Dies" and "The Little Book of Bond" set to include keyring, clock and 
book - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1336. "James Bond" a group of Games to include Monopoly "Skyfall" - (factory sealed); Reel to Reel "007 Movie Trivia 
Game"; "Bond" Card and Dice Games Gift Set and Scene It "007" DVD Game - conditions are generally Good to Excellent. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1337. "James Bond" LP's to include "James Bond Collection" (double); "For Your Eyes Only"; "Licence to Kill" and CBS 
Songs "James Bond Movie Themes" - plus a large quantity of Calendars mainly 1990's/2000 issues including "Pierce Brosnan", 
"Bond Girls", "GoldenEye", "Classic Bond" plus others - conditions are generally Good to Mint (many are still factory sealed). 
(qty) 

 £40 - £50 
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1338. "James Bond" group to include "On Her Majesty's Secret Service" VHS Widescreen Special Edition Box Set which 
includes video, black and white still, small poster and "007 Magazine" brochure - this exclusive "James Bond Fan Club issue" is 
generally Near Mint in an Excellent lift off lid with "George Lazenby 007" signature - see photo. 

 £30 - £50 

1339. "James Bond" group to include "GoldenEye" Video/CD box set; Nintendo 64 "GoldenEye" cartridge with booklet; 
"James Bond Themes" Video/CD box set; Eidos "James Bond 007"; plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

1340. "James Bond" - Ultimate Edition 007 DVD Disc Set - this limited collectors edition comes in chrome and silver attache 
case which is generally Excellent, box is Good Plus, outer carded sleeve is Good (although grubby around edges). 

 £30 - £40 

1341. "James Bond" - "Bond 50th" - DVD Collectors Set (22 films) - Mint (factory sealed), "James Bond 007" DVD Collectors 
Set (21 films) - Mint in an Excellent box (paper sleeve is Fair) and "The James Bond 007 Collection" VHS set - conditions 
appear to be generally Excellent including cases, outer box is Fair. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1342. Samsonite Advertising Material Box "James Bond" - "Tomorrow Never Dies" - (circa 1997) 3 x packs which include 12 
x mobile with books, 11 x 16 mini posters, counter stand - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent plain white 
boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1343. "James Bond" group to include Mini Case "GoldenEye" Briefcase - black leather with gold trim; "James Bond" Gas 
Lighter with case and fluid; "Skyfall 007" keyring and another but "007" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes and display tin. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1344. "James Bond" Grooming Products to include "James Bond 007" Fragrance pack containing shower gel and 
aftershave - Excellent including box; 2 x Natural Spray (both are Mint in factory sealed boxes) and 2 x 1980's "Bond 007" issues 
(1) deodorant body spray and (2) body talc - conditions are generally Excellent - also comes with promotional bag - see photo. 
(6) 

 £40 - £60 

1345. James Bond 007 The Living Daylights German folded one sheet Cinema Poster, Excellent, size 24" by 34", within 
custom frame. THIS ITEM IS FOR COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £30 - £50 

1346. James Bond 007 1998 German Museum one sheet Poster, Excellent, size 25" by 34", within custom frame. THIS ITEM 
IS FOR COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £20 - £30 

1347. James Bond 007 Octopussy folded one sheet Cinema Poster, Good Plus, size 27" by 40", within custom frame. THIS 
ITEM IS FOR COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £40 - £60 

1348. James Bond 007 Octopussy "Coming This Summer" folded one sheet Cinema Poster, Good Plus, size 27" by 40", 
within custom frame. THIS ITEM IS FOR COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £40 - £60 
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1349. James Bond 007 Octopussy "Coming This Summer" Advance one sheet B folded Cinema Poster, Good Plus, size 27" 
by 40", within custom frame. THIS ITEM IS FOR COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £40 - £60 

1350. James Bond 007 Goldeneye one sheet folded Cinema Poster, Good Plus, size 27" by 40", within custom frame. THIS 
ITEM IS FOR COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £20 - £40 

1351. James Bond 007 Pierce Brosnan Autographed picture, with certificate of authenticity, within black frame, Excellent. 
THIS ITEM IS FOR COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £20 - £40 

1352. James Bond 007 Pierce Brosnan Autographed picture, within silver frame, Excellent. THIS ITEM IS FOR 
COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £20 - £30 

1353. James Bond 007 George Lazenby Autographed picture, with certificate of authenticity, within black frame, Excellent. 
THIS ITEM IS FOR COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £20 - £40 

1354. James Bond 007 Moonraker Richard Kiel and Blanche Ravelac Autographed picture, within wooden frame, Excellent. 
James Bond 007 The Living Daylights Maryam D'abo Autographed picture, within wooden frame, Excellent. (2) THIS LOT IS 
FOR COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £20 - £30 

1355. James Bond 007 Teri Hatcher Autographed picture, within silver frame, Excellent. James Bond 007 Burt Kwouk 
Autographed picture, within silver frame, Excellent. James Bond 007 Robert Davi Autographed picture, within silver frame, 
Excellent. (3) THIS LOT IS FOR COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £20 - £30 

1356. James Bond 007 For Your Eyes Only Carole Bouqet Autographed picture, with certificate of authenticity, within wooden 
frame, Excellent. James Bond 007 Grace Jones Autographed picture, with certificate of authenticity, within wooden frame, 
Excellent. James Bond 007 Licence To Kill Tailsa Solo Autographed picture, with certificate of authenticity, within wooden 
frame, Excellent. (3) THIS LOT IS FOR COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £20 - £30 

1357. James Bond 007 Honor Blackman Autographed picture, all framed, Excellent. James Bond 007 Colin Salmon 
Autographed picture display, within black frame, Excellent. (2) THIS LOT IS FOR COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON 
OFFICE. 

 £10 - £20 

1358. James Bond 007 Tomorrow Never Dies German lobby cards 8 1/2" by 12" x seven, all framed, Excellent. James Bond 
007 Tomorrow Never Dies lobby cards 11" by 13" x three, all framed, Excellent. (10) THIS LOT IS FOR COLLECTION ONLY 
FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £10 - £20 

1359. 007 James Bond Sean Connery Reuter 1960's Postcards x eight, all Good Plus. (8) 

 £40 - £80 
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1360. Quantity of James Bond 007 Hardback Reference Books and Annuals, generally Excellent to Near Mint. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

1361. James Bond 007 Playing Card packs x twelve and Set of three boxed set, all Excellent to Near Mint, with Skyfall Point 
of Sale display box. Best of Bond Top Trumps set, Mint sealed. (14) 

 £20 - £40 

1362. Quantity of James Bond 007 Trading Cards, generally Excellent to Near Mint. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

1363. James Bond 007 100 Postcards set, within Near Mint sealed packaging. James Bond 007 Wall Clocks x two, Excellent. 
James Bond 007 Movie Poster Octopussy Mug, Mint, within Excellent packaging. James Bond 007 Spy Files Digital Recording 
Pen, Near Mint, within Excellent packaging. James Bond 007 Die-cast Aston martin Cars x three, all Mint, within Near Mint 
display packaging. 007 James Bond 50th Anniversary Edition three CD set, Mint, within Near Mint sealed packaging. (9) 

 £30 - £50 

1364. Two x James Bond 007 Framed Film Cell Displays, On Her Majesty's Secret Service and Thunderball, both Excellent, 
with certificates of authenticity. James Bond 007 Die-cast Goldfinger Rolls Royce Car, Mint, within Near Mint display packaging, 
with outer sleeve. Two x EMPTY James Bond Spy Cards Collector's Tins, both Good plus, includes one sealed pack of cards. 
Two x 007 Spy Files with Free Gifts, both Excellent. James Bond 007 Baseball Cap, Excellent. James Bond 007 T-Shirt, Near 
Mint (medium). ERTL James Bond JR Vehicles x three, Warfield Van, James Car and S.C.U.M Helicopter, all Mint, within Good 
Plus sealed packaging. (13) 

 £40 - £60 

1365. James Bond 007 All Five Bonds Limited Edition 576 0f 600 framed Print, signed by artist. Near Mint. THIS LOT IS FOR 
COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £20 - £40 

1366. James Bond 007 The Living Daylights, German Triangular Advertising double sided Display Boards x ten, approx 30" 
at base, generally Good. (10) 

 £30 - £50 

1367. James Bond 007, Replica Walther PPK display Guns (one with Silencer), both Good Plus, with black wooden display 
case. (3) 

 £50 - £100 

1368. James Bond 007 Die Another Day collectables including German Cinema Lobby Cards x eight, all Near Mint, Framed 
Movie Poster, size 12" by 17", Excellent, Posters x five, size 12" by 17", Excellent, German Cinema programme, Excellent. (15) 

 £20 - £40 

1369. James Bond Octopussy German Cinema Programme, Excellent. James Bond Octopussy UK Cinema Programme, 
Excellent. James Bond Octopussy promotional stickers x two, Excellent. (4) 

 £30 - £50 

1370. James Bond 007 Bond Girls Autographed pictures x three, Halle Berry, Sophie Marceau and Carole Bouquet, all Near 
Mint, with certificates of authenticity. (3) 

 £20 - £40 
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1371. James Bond 007 A R Cubby Broccoli (film producer) Autographed picture, Near Mint. 

 £20 - £40 

1372. James Bond 007 Roger Moore Autographed picture, Near Mint. 

 £30 - £50 

1373. James Bond 007 Roger Moore Autographed picture, Near Mint. 

 £30 - £50 

1374. James Bond 007 Honour Blackman Autographed pictures x two, Near Mint. James Bond 007 Shirley Eaton 
Autographed picture, Near Mint. (3) 

 £20 - £40 

1375. James Bond 007 Honour Blackman Autographed pictures x two, Near Mint. James Bond 007 Robbie Coltrane 
Autographed picture, Near Mint, with certificate of authenticity. James Bond 007 Joe Robinson Autographed picture, Near Mint, 
with certificate of authenticity. James Bond 007 David Mayer and Tony Mayer Autographed picture, Near Mint, with certificate of 
authenticity. (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1376. James Bond 007 The World Is Not Enough Promotional Banner, Near Mint. James Bond 007 The World Is Not Enough 
Fleming Family Tree Booklet, Excellent. James Bond 007 Tomorrow Never Dies Cinema Lobby Cards x five, Near Mint. James 
Bond 007 Tomorrow Never Dies Window Sticker, Near Mint. James Bond 007 Goldeneye Window Stickers x eight, Near Mint. 
Quantity of James Bond 007 Magazines and Product Promotion Paperwork, all generally Excellent to Near Mint. (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

1377. James Bond 007 Quantity of International Stamp sets, Near Mint. James Bond 007 Licence To Kill Sticker, Near Mint. 
James Bond 007 Tomorrow Never Dies, Goldeneye and 007 Pin Badges x six, Near Mint. James Bond 007 The World Is Not 
Enough Grolsch Beer Mats x five, Excellent. (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

1378. James Bond 007 Moonraker German Promotional Window Sticker, Near Mint. James Bond 007 Moonraker UK Cinema 
Programme, Good Plus. (2). 

 £20 - £40 

1379. James Bond 007 Roger Moore Framed Postcard Set, Excellent, quantity of Framed Photo Stills and Reproduction 
Posters, generally Excellent, quantity of Photo Stills and Reproduction Lobby Card set, generally Excellent to Near Mint. (qty) 
THIS LOT IS COLLECTION ONLY FROM STOCKTON OFFICE. 

 £20 - £40 

1380. James Bond 007 Official Movie Poster Book, Good. James Bond 007 Sean Connery Black and White Photos x two, 
Good. James Bond 007 Calendars x two, Excellent. James Bond 007 Goldeneye PHOTO COPIED Storyboard, Good. James 
Bond 007 BP Promotional signed Postcard with Screw from Little Nellie Autogyro, Good. (7) 

 £20 - £40 
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1381. James Bond 007 Official Movie Poster Book, Good. James Bond 007 Spectre Promotional Standee, Good. James 
Bond 007 On Her Majesty's Secret Service 1969 Confectionary Trading card set no1 to 56 (complete set), Good. James Bond 
007 Christopher Lee Black and White Photo, Excellent. James Bond 007 Pierce Brosnan and Desmond Llewelyn Framed 
Photo, Excellent. James Bond 007 Official Movie Poster Book, Good. James Bond 007 Official Movie Poster Book, Good. 
James Bond 007 Die Another Day Halle Berry and Pierce Brosnan large Promotional pictures, Good. James Bond 007 Aston 
Martin Vantage Die-cast Model, Good. (8) 

 £20 - £40 

The Kempshott Collection - Part 2 

1382. Dinky 282 Duple Roadmaster Coach - red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim and side 
flashes - Good Plus to Excellent still a bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot 
(does have pen graffiti to one side). 

 £50 - £60 

1383. Dinky 282 Duple Roadmaster Coach - blue body, mid-blue ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim and side 
flashes - Good Plus (does have some small chips to front and rear roof edges) in a generally Good yellow and red carded 
picture box with correct colour spot, still displays well - see photo. 

 £40 - £60 

1384. Dinky 281 Luxury Coach - fawn body, orange side flashes, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs - Good in a Good yellow 
and red carded picture box with correct colour spot (does have sellotape residue to all sides) - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1385. Dinky 290 Double Decker Bus (Type 2) - "Dunlop" - two-tone cream, red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, 
silver trim - Good Plus in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with red colour spot and another but two-tone 
cream, green, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - Good Plus in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red 
carded picture box with correct green colour spot. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1386. Dinky 290 Double Decker Bus (Type 3) - "Dunlop" - two-tone cream, red including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, 
silver trim - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with red colour 
spot and another but two-tone cream, green, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs with black treaded tyres - Good to Good Plus in 
a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with two-tone colour spot. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1387. Dinky 290 Double Decker Bus (Type 2) - "Dunlop" - two-tone cream, red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, 
silver trim - Good to Good Plus still a bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with two-tone 
colour spot and another (Type 3) - black treaded tyres - Good Plus in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with two-tone 
colour spot. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1388. Dinky 290 Double Decker Bus (Type 3) - "Dunlop" - two-tone cream, red including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, 
silver trim - Excellent Plus a nice bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with two-tone 
colour spot (does have some pen and pencil graffiti) and another but two-tone cream, green, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs 
with black smooth tyres - Good Plus to Excellent a bright example in a Fair plain yellow and red carded box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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1389. Dinky 290 Double Decker Bus (Type 2) - "Dunlop" - two-tone cream, green, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs with 
black smooth tyres - Good Plus (couple of small chips on front edges) in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with 
two-tone colour spot (does have pen graffiti marks to both end flaps) and another (Type 3) - two-tone cream, red including 
ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim - Excellent in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct two-tone 
colour spot (does have some pen graffiti to sides and end flaps). (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1390. Dinky 290 Double Decker Bus (Type 3) - "Dunlop" - two-tone cream, red including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, 
silver trim - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct 
two-tone colour spot and another but two-tone - cream, green, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs with black smooth 
tyres - Excellent in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct two-tone colour spot. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1391. Dinky 290 Double Decker Bus (Type 3) - "Dunlop" - tow-tone cream, red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, 
silver trim - Good Plus including yellow and red carded picture box with correct two-tone colour spot and another but two-tone 
cream, green, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Good 
(slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct two-tone colour spot. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1392. Dinky 289 Routemaster Bus "Schweppes" - red, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Good Plus still a bright example in a 
Fair to Good carded box with detailed picture and 290 London Bus "Exide Batteries" - red including ridged hubs with black 
treaded tyres, silver trim - Good Plus in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1393. Dinky 954 Vega Major Luxury Coach - white, black base, pale blue interior, silver trim, cast hubs - overall condition is 
generally Excellent (couple of small marks on edges), carded base is Good Plus, bubble is Good (very slight 
discolouration) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1394. French Dinky Pre-war 26 Bugatti Autorail - two-tone cream, blue, Bakelite rollers - Good still a bright example - see 
photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1395. Dinky 29b Streamlined Coach - grey, blue, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good and another but lighter grey 
body - Fair. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1396. Dinky Pre-war 29c/290 Double Decker Bus (Type 1) - "Dunlop Tyres" - two-tone cream, red, black smooth hubs with 
white tyres, silver trim - Fair. 

 £100 - £130 

1397. Dinky Pre-war 29c/290 Double Decker Bus (Type 1) - "Dunlop Tyres" - two-tone maroon, cream, grey roof, silver trim, 
black smooth hubs with white tyres (model has been overpainted in places) - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1398. Dinky Pre-war 29c/290 Double Decker Bus (Type 1) - "Dunlop Tyres" - two-tone cream, blue, grey roof, silver trim, 
black smooth hubs with white tyres - please note model has been overpainted in places - Fair - see photo. 

 £80 - £110 
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1399. Dinky 29c/290 (Type 1) Double Decker Bus - two-tone cream, green, silver trim, black smooth hubs and tyres - Good 
(does have small chips to all edges) and another but two-tone grey, green, black ridged hubs - Good (chips to wheelarches 
front and rear). (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1400. Dinky 29c/290 Double Decker Bus group of 3 (1) Type 1 - two-tone cream, red, silver trim, black ridged hubs; (2) same 
as (1) but Type 3 - two-tone cream, red including ridged hubs and (3) same as (2) but two-tone cream, green including ridged 
hubs, silver trim - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still bright examples. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1401. Dinky 29c/290 Double Decker Bus group of 3 (1) Type 1 - two-tone green, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver 
trim; (2) same as (1) but two-tone grey, red and (3) Type 2 - cream, red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver 
trim - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still bright examples. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1402. Dinky 29c/290 Double Decker Bus group of 3 (1) Type 1 - two-tone grey, red, black ridged hubs, silver trim; (2) same 
as (1) but two-tone cream, red and (3) same as (2) but Type 3 and red ridged hubs - conditions are generally Good to Good 
Plus (some very slight fading). 

 £50 - £60 

1403. Dinky 29c/290 Double Decker Bus group of 3 (1) Type 1 - two-tone grey, red, silver trim, black ridged hubs; (2) Type 
3 - two-tone cream, green, silver trim, black ridged hubs and (3) Type 2 - two-tone cream, green, silver trim, mid-green ridged 
hubs - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1404. Dinky 29c/290 Double Decker Bus group of 3 (1) Type 1 - two-tone green, silver trim, black ridged hubs; (2) Type 
2 - two-tone cream, green, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs and (3) Type 3 - two-tone cream, red including ridged hubs, silver 
trim - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent bright examples. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1405. Dinky 29c/290 Double Decker Bus group of 3 (1) Type 3 - two-tone cream, red including ridged hubs, silver trim; (2) 
same as (1) but two-tone cream, green, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs and (3) same as (2) - conditions are generally Good 
to Good Plus still bright examples. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1406. Dinky 29c/290 Double Decker Bus group of 3 (1) Type 2 - two-tone cream, red including ridged hubs, silver trim; (2) 
Type 3 - two-tone cream, green including hubs, silver trim and (3) same as (2) but with mid-green ridged hubs - conditions are 
generally Good to Good Plus still bright examples. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1407. Dinky 29c/290 Type 1/2 Double Decker Buses a group to include some Code 3 issues "National Savings" - cream, 
green; "Britannic Assurance" - two-tone light green, cream plus others - conditions are generally Fair (including some repaints) 
to Good. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1408. Dinky Buses unboxed group to include Viceroy Coach - yellow, cream roof, Speedwheels; London Routemaster "Tern 
Shirts" and Leyland Atlantean "Regent/Ribble" - off white, red - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus. (3) 

 £40 - £50 
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1409. Dinky 29e Single Decker Bus group of 3 (1) cream, mid-blue flashes, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres; 
(2) mid-green including ridged hubs, dark green side flashes, silver trim and (3) mid-blue including ridged hubs, dark blue 
flashes, silver trim - conditions are generally Good Plus still nice bright examples. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1410. Dinky 29e Single Decker Bus group of 3 - (1) cream, mid-blue flashes, silver trim, black ridged hubs; (2) mid-green, 
dark green flashes, silver trim, black ridged hubs and (3) mid-blue including ridged hubs, dark blue flashes, silver 
trim - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still bright examples. 

 £50 - £60 

1411. Dinky 29g/281 Luxury Coach a pair (1) dark red (maroon) including ridged hubs, cream flashes, silver trim - Good Plus 
and (2) cream, red flashes and ridged hubs, silver trim - Good Plus to Excellent - both are lovely bright examples. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1412. Dinky 12d Telegraph Messenger - green box with paper label containing 1 piece which is generally Excellent in a Fair 
box and 768 British Road Signs (Town Set A) containing 5 pieces - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus in a 
generally Good yellow and red carded box - see photo. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1413. Dinky Empty Boxes a pair (1) Pre-war 4 "Engineering Staff" figures - green lift off lid box which is generally Good (does 
have some pencil writing to lid) - without inner carded tray and (2) 003 "Passengers" - which is generally Good green lift off lid 
box with paper label (does have splits to sides), inner carded tray is Good. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1414. Dinky Empty Boxes group to include 168 Singer Gazelle - two-tone with brown/cream colour spot; 187 Volkswagen 
Karmann Ghia Coupe; 952 Vega Major Luxury Coach and 999 (702) DH Comet Airliner "BOAC" - with inner packing 
pieces - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1415. French Dinky Pre-war 52c "La Normandie" - finished in white, black, 2 x masts, 3 x red and black funnels - Good to 
Good Plus in a Good blue lift off lid box with paper labels - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1416. Dinky Pre-war 49 Petrol Pumps and Oil Bin containing 5 pieces - pumps come with yellow hoses - conditions are 
generally Good Plus to Excellent, white carded tray and inner card are generally Good Plus, outer sleeve is Excellent with label 
to end - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1417. Dinky Pre-war 17 Passenger Train Set to include maroon and black Locomotive with Tender, Carriage and Goods 
Wagon - finished in green, light green base and rollers, cream roofs - condition is generally Good to Good Plus in a generally 
Fair to Good lift off lid box with paper labels - still a bright example. 

 £120 - £140 

1418. Dinky Pre-war 20 Passenger Train Set to include green and black Locomotive, 2 x Carriages - finished in maroon, red, 
cream roofs and Goods Wagon - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still a bright example in a generally Good to Good 
Plus lift off lid box with paper label - see photo. 

 £130 - £160 
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1419. Dinky Pre-war 20 Passenger Train Set to include dark green and black Locomotive, 2 x Carriages (1) brown, cream 
roof, green; (2) dark green, cream roof, light green base and Goods Wagon - dark green, cream roof, light green 
base - conditions are Fair to Good Plus in a generally Fair to Good lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £110 - £130 

1420. French Dinky Pre-war 17 Electric Goods Train Set to include Locomotive - finished in two-tone blue, red, plus 3 x 
Wagons (1) Log; (2) Crane and (3) Open Wagon - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus still bright unboxed example. (3) 

 £80 - £100 

1421. French Dinky Pre-war unboxed Train group to include electric Locomotive - dark green, black, red; another but 
two-tone blue, red; 3 x Open Wagons - finished in green, red (only one French Dinky Open Wagon) - Fair to Good Plus. (5) 

 £80 - £100 

1422. Dinky Pre-war 16 "Silver Jubilee" Train Set to include Locomotive "LNER" plus 2 x Carriages - all have black smooth 
hubs with white tyres - condition is generally Good - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1423. Dinky Pre-war 16 "Silver Jubilee" Train Set containing Locomotive "LNER", plus 2 x Carriages - all finished in two-tone 
green, black smooth hubs with white tyres - Fair to Good - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1424. Dinky 16 Express Passenger Train Set to include "British Railways" Locomotive - green, black and 2 x 
Carriages - finished in black, maroon, cream including roof - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1425. French Dinky Pre-war 16 Northern Sector Railcar comprising of 3 pieces - finished in two-tone blue, black smooth hubs 
with white tyres - Fair to Good - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1426. French Dinky Pre-war 16 Northern Sector Railcar includes 2 pieces - in two-tone blue, black smooth hubs with white 
tyres and gold, red, black smooth hubs and white tyres - conditions are generally Fair - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1427. Dinky unboxed group to include Foden Army Covered Wagon; "Coles" Crane Truck; Austin "Taxi"; (Dublo Dinky) 
Tractor plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Excellent (includes some repaints). (13) 

 £70 - £90 

1428. Dinky plus others a group of unboxed Accessories including Grass Cutter; "Dunlop" Tyre Rack; Traffic Lights plus 
various other figures, also includes empty 051 and 1003 figure boxes - conditions vary from Fair to Excellent Plus, boxes are 
generally Good to Good Plus - interesting lot. (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

1429. Dinky Accessories a group to include Public Telephone Box; "Royal Mail" Pillar Box; Dolly Varden Table and Chair, 
plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Good Plus. (7) 

 £40 - £50 
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1430. Dinky Ships a group to include Europa; Britannic; Strathaird plus others - conditions are generally Good to Excellent 
still bright examples. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1431. Taylor & Barrett Trolleybus "Use Dominion Petrol" - finished in red, cream, black including hubs with white tyres, black 
poles, figure driver - overall condition is Fair - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1432. Morestone Series Double Decker Bus a group of 3 different variations (1) red including hubs "Esso for Happy 
Motoring"; (2) "Motor Oil Esso Petrol" and (3) "Finest Petrol Esso in the World" - conditions appear to be generally Fair to Good 
in generally Poor to Good carded picture boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £90 

1433. Unboxed British made Bus group including Morestone - green; Zebra Toys (Benbros) "Fina Petrol Goes a Long 
Way" - red plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. (6) 

 £80 - £100 

1434. Unboxed group to include Budgie Toys "London Transport Golden Jubilee"; Lone Star "Selfridges is London"; 
Morestone "Finest Petrol Esso in the World" plus Budgie Toys (Crescent Modern Product) early issue Tank Locomotive - red, 
bare metal wheels - conditions vary from Fair to Good Plus - see photo. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1435. Budgie Toys Routemaster Bus group to include "Golden"; "Houses of Parliament/Tower London"; - green (without 
labels); Lone Star "See Woburn Abbey"; "See London Abbey" and Seerol late issue "London" - conditions vary from Good to 
Near Mint (one has been partially repainted) in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes and blister pack. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1436. Triang plastic Minic friction drive Double Decker London Transport Bus - red - Fair and Eheim Bendy Trolleybus - red, 
cream, spun hubs - Good. (2) 

 £25 - £35 

1437. Lone Star "Gulliver County" Empty Box FL168 - which is generally Fair, plus a group of unboxed vehicles to include 
Land Rover, Citroen DS, 3 x Fire Engine, 6 x Buses, plus others - conditions are generally Good to Excellent Plus. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

The Ian Townell Lotus Collection 

1438. Mixed group of small scale models including Schuco Piccolo SMTC Lotus Renntransporter "John Player 
Special" - black and gold, another similar but "Team Lotus" - green/yellow, 2 x Lotus 49 - racing number 4, Jim Clark and racing 
number 22, Jo Siffert, an older Piccolo model - 1970 Lotus Elan in green, racing number 20, a Spark Lotus Super 7 - green, 
plus two other small scale models both unboxed - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint packaging. 

 £40 - £60 
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1439. Large group of small scale Lotus models including Oxford Diecast 1/76th scale - including Lotus Evora Central 
Motorway Patrol Group, Lotus Elite - Sirrus White, similar model in red, 2 x Lotus Cortinas - white with green flash, other 
manufacturers include Cararama including 6 x Lotus Europas in various liveries, Kyosho 690 Lotus 91 - black/gold, Team Lotus 
Special, various Lotus Elans and a number of unboxed models including Kyosho Lotus Eleven in red/black - Excellent to Mint 
(some models have been removed from packaging. (37) 

 £40 - £60 

1440. Tomy Tomica Japanese diecast group to include F47 Lotus Elite - off white with green body stripes and red interior, 
similar but in metallic blue, F24 Lotus Esprit - silver (tape repair to box), F36 Lotus 78 Ford - black "John Player Special", plus 
modern issues - 05 Lotus Europa Special (cellophane sealed), 50 Lotus Exige S and Lotus Evora GTE, plus others - Excellent 
to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1441. Mixed group of small scale vintage diecast to include 3 x Champion (France) Racing Cars including STP Lotus 
"Indianapolis", Guivsal (Spain) Lotus GT - yellow (some distortion to wheels), Best Box (Holland) 2520 Lotus Formula 1 3 
litre - green, racing number 4, Polistil RJ3 Lotus JPS 72 - black, Politoys Lotus - B.R.M H16 F1 and a Gama Minette 2 Ford 
GT40 - green, racing number 17 - Good to Excellent Plus in generally Good boxes. (10) 

 £60 - £80 

1442. Matchbox a mixed group to include 3 x Matchbox Regular Wheels 19d Lotus Racing Car - green and orange variations, 
Matchbox Superfast 60c Lotus Super - orange without bonnet label (with Fair to Good box), a similar model with flame label to 
bonnet, also Streakers issue and 5 x Lotus Europa models including JPS in black (one model is a Code 3 repaint), lot also 
includes 2 x Hong Kong copycat models - Fair to Near Mint mostly unboxed. (14) 

 £30 - £40 

1443. Matchbox Superfast mixed group of blister pack models to include Matchbox Superfast a modern carded blister pack 
group to include Best of British 01 2006 Lotus Elise, 02 06 Lotus Exige, 6 x Caterham models, Lotus Europa in yellow, metallic 
pink, metallic blue and orange-gold, 2008 Lotus Evora in metallic silver-blue, plus others and some unboxed models and a few 
empty blister cards - Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging where applicable. (39) 

 £50 - £70 

1444. Mixed group of carded blister pack models including Hot Wheels, Workshop Lotus Esprit S1 in white, similar in red, 
Lotus M250 in blue, 2 x Royal Flash (unboxed 1970's), 2 x Johnny Lightning blister cards including "For Your Eyes Only" Lotus 
Turbo Esprit, similar models but Corgi Junior 99662 and 99657, several loose Corgi Juniors and similar, Lone Star Flyers Lotus 
Europa in orange, plus many others - Fair to Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging. (45) - (20 with packaging) 

 £50 - £70 

1445. Corgi 319 Lotus Elan Coupe - red body with white roof, ivory interior and detachable chassis - generally Excellent, 
racing number decals applied, box is Excellent Plus with folded Corgi Club leaflet. 

 £50 - £70 

1446. Corgi 319 Lotus Elan Coupe - red, white roof, ivory interior, cast hubs with detachable chassis and with a similar model 
but in blue, both unboxed, both are clean bright models with some small marks to bonnet - otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus 
unboxed. 

 £30 - £50 

1447. Corgi Lotus group to include models from Gift Set 37 Lotus Racing Team including Lotus Climax Formula 1 and Lotus 
Elan S2 (includes reproduction card), other models include Lotus Mk.II Le Mans in dull blue, a similar model repainted and 
another in red with a Fair original box (hole cut out of one side) - Fair to Good. (12) 

 £30 - £50 
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1448. Corgi Racing group to include Gift Set 32 Lotus Elite and JPS Racing Car on Trailer - black/gold (box is missing tuck in 
flap to one end), 1354 Texaco Special F1 - 2-model set and 3 x unboxed "John Player Special" F1 Cars - Good Plus to Mint in 
Fair to Excellent packaging where applicable. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1449. Corgi 1/32nd scale group to include 301 Lotus Elite - yellow with Dunlop labels (box faded to one end), "Wings Flying 
Club" - metallic green Lotus Elite with orange/white Aircraft on silver Trailer, plus 4 x other similar models with colour 
variations - Fair to Near Mint mostly unboxed. (7) 

 £20 - £30 

1450. Corgi James Bond group to include CC93985 Limited Edition Era Set comprising 2 x Lotus Esprit, CC04704 Lotus 
Esprit Turbo "For Your Eyes Only" - Lotus Esprit with black skis to roof, 04701 similar but with "Olin" details to skis, TY95701 
Lotus Esprit underwater and 2 x similar models and magazine (non Corgi) - Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Excellent 
packaging. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1451. Vanguards 1/43rd scale group to include VA07306 Lotus Cortina Mk.I 1966 RAC Rally - Jim Clark and Brian Melia, 
VA04115 Ford Lotus Cortina Mk.II, VA11305 Talbot Lotus Sunbeam - Moonstone, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good to Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1452. Corgi Vanguards mixed group to include Corgi 96760 Lotus Cortina - red, racing number 27 - Alan Mann Racing, 
VA04110 - similar but racing number 60, VA04111 Ford Lotus Cortina Mk.II 1967 Gulf London Marathon - Ove 
Andersson - graphite, racing number 11 and 2 x unboxed Lotus Cortina, one is a Police Car - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1453. Corgi Vanguards (1) CC57101 Lotus Esprit S1 - The First Production Esprit - Signal Red, (2) VA14201 Lotus Esprit 
Series 2 World Championship Commemorative model - black with gold trim, (3) VA14200 Last S1 Produced - Monaco White, 
(4) VA14002 First Production Series 2 - Championship Gold - generally Near Mint (have been removed from packaging) in Near 
Mint boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1454. Corgi a boxed group of Lotus Evora to include CC56501 Lotus Evora S - Special Edition - black with gold trim, 
CC56602 Lotus Evora GT4 Show Car - metallic green with yellow body stripes, CC56601 GT4 British GT Championships 
2012 - red/white, plus others - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1455. Corgi Formula 1 Racing group to include CC56403 Lotus F1 Team E20 2012 Test Car - Jerome d'Ambrosio, plus two 
others similar, 97377 Lotus 72D Ford Cosworth V8 - black/gold and 2 x unboxed F1 Lotus models - Excellent to Near Mint in 
Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £30 - £50 

1456. Dinky 225 Lotus F1 Racing Car - metallic red, blue engine, yellow aerofoil, cast hubs, racing number 7 - Near Mint a 
bright example in a Good Plus carded picture box with inner pictorial stand. 

 £40 - £50 

1457. Dinky Lotus group (1) 225 Lotus F1 Racing Car - metallic green, chrome engine, cast hubs and racing number 7 
(bubble pack issue), (2) 225 similar but window box issue - metallic blue, black engine, (3) Dinky Kit 1009 Lotus 
F1 - unassembled on sealed card, plus unboxed Lotus Europa - yellow/blue (some fading to rear) - generally Near Mint apart 
from one which is Fair in generally Good to Good Plus packaging (splits to plastic bubble and cellophane window). (4) 

 £40 - £60 
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1458. Mixed group of Lotus models to include Asahi (Japan) Lotus Esprit in red, similar but in white, Eidai 6 Imperial Lotus 
78 - red (some fading to labels) and 2 x unboxed models Pilen 252 Lotus Elite in metallic blue and Politoys 563 Lotus 
Europa - blue with white body stripes - Fair to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes where applicable. (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1459. Tomica Dandy group to include Lotus Europa Special - green with yellow body stripe in picture card box, F12 "JPS" in 
black and gold, F02 - yellow, F09 - dark blue with red body stripe, racing number 9 and 3 x modern issues including Lotus 
Europa Special in dark green with gold trim - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1460. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S2183 Lotus XI Le Mans 1956 - green, racing number 32 - C. Chapman/H. McKay Fraser, (2) 
S4398 similar but racing number 62 Le Mans 1957 - H. McKay Fraser/J. Chamberlain, (3) S4399 similar but racing number 
55 - C. Allison/K. Hall - Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1461. Spark 1/43rd scale pair (1) S4400 Lotus Eleven 13th Le Mans 1957 - green, racing number 42 - R. Walshaw/J. Dalton, 
(2) S4401 similar but 16th, racing number 41 - H. Hechard/R. Masson - Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1462. Spark 1/43rd scale pair (1) S0252 Lotus 23 - green, racing number 47, Le Mans 1962 - Clark/Taylor, (2) S0253 similar 
but pale green, racing number 48 - L. Leston/T. Shelly - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1463. Spark 1/43rd scale pair (1) S0260 Lotus 19 - green, 1960 - factory prototype, (2) S0258 Lotus 19 - metallic silver-blue, 
racing number 6, 1st Nassau 1962 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1464. Spark 1/43rd scale pair (1) S1833 Team Lotus 12 - green, racing number 26, Monaco GP 1958 - Graham Hill, (2) 
S5431 Lotus 16 Monaco GP 1959 - green, racing number 44 - Bruce Halford - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1465. Spark 1/43rd scale pair (1) S1822 Lotus 16 - bright green, racing number 26, British GP 1960 - David Piper, (2) S1838 
similar but dark green, racing number 18, British GP 1958 - Alan Stacey - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1466. Spark 1/43rd scale group (1) S4821 Lotus 18 German GP 1961 - blue/white, racing number 33 - Tony Maggs, (2) 
S4822 Lotus 24 French GP 1963 - red, racing number 42 - Phil Hill, (3) S1825 Team Lotus 18 2nd in the British GP 
1960 - green, racing number 9 - John Surtees - Excellent to Near Mint (possibly missing mirrors, each model has one) in 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1467. Spark 1/43rd scale pair (1) S5343 Lotus 18 French GP 1961 - white, racing number 38 - Ian Burgess, (2) S1826 similar 
Winner Monaco GP 1961 - blue, racing number 20 - Stirling Moss - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1468. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S4273 Lotus 24 Monaco GP 1962 - bright green, racing number 22 - Jack Brabham, (2) S2137 
Team Lotus 24 Winner BARC 200 Aintree 1962 - green, racing number 5 - Jim Clark - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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1469. Spark 1/43rd scale S2138 Lotus 24 Monaco GP 1962 - dark blue, racing number 30 - Maurice Trintignant, (2) S2140 
Lotus 24 US GP 1962 - yellow, racing number 14 - Roger Penske - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1470. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S4271 Lotus 24 British GP 1963 - red, racing number 25 - Jo Siffert, (2) S4823 Lotus 24 US GP 
1962 - silver-blue, racing number 26 - Rob Schroeder - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1471. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S1610 Lotus 25 - green, racing number 8, Winner Italy GP 1963 - Jim Clark World Champion 
1963, (2) S4825 Lotus 24 5th German GP 1963 - pale green, racing number 20 - Jim Hall - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to 
Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1472. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S1615 Lotus 33 Climax Belgium GP 1965 - green, yellow body stripe, racing number 18 - Mike 
Spence, (2) S1614 similar but racing number 1, Winner German GP 1965 - Jim Clark World Champion 1965 (possibly missing 
mirrors) - Excellent to Mint in Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

1473. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S1853 Lotus 25 BRM - red, racing number 17, British GP 1966 - Mike Spence, (2) S1841 Lotus 
18 - white, racing number 24, US GP 1960 - Jim Hall - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1474. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S2185 Lotus 7 S4 Type 60 1969 - yellow with black seats, (2) S2222 Lotus 7 S2 1960 - green 
with red seats - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1475. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S0257 Lotus 19 - pale green, racing number 7, 1st Laguna Seca 1961 - S. Moss, (2) S0255 
Lotus 23 Porsche - white, racing number 16, USRRC Pensacola 1965 - G. Follmer - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1476. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S2143 Lotus 43 BRM - green, yellow body stripe, racing number 1, Winner US GP 1966 - Jim 
Clark, (2) S2390 Lotus 38 - red, white body stripe, racing number 19, 2nd Indy 500 1966 - Jim Clark - Near Mint to Mint in Near 
Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1477. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S2211 Lotus Type 30 S2 Team Willment - red, racing number 17, Silverstone 1966 - Brian Muir, 
(2) S1760 Lotus 56 Test Car Indianapolis 1968 - red, "STP" decals - Jim Clark - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1478. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S1246 Lotus 47 Test 1967 - white with dark green body stripe, (2) S0263 Lotus 62 - red/white, 
racing number 71, 1st 2L Class Brands Hatch 1969 - J. Miles/B. Muir - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1479. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S0268 Lotus Elan 26R Shapecraft - white, green body stripes, racing number 45 - Lightwork 
Racing 1963, (2) S0266 Lotus Elan 26R - blue, racing number 38, Le Mans 1965 - P. Gele/R. Richard - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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1480. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S0265 Lotus 26R Team Wilment 1964 - red, white body stripes, racing number 121, (2) S0267 
similar but metallic gold, green body stripe, racing number 74 - Walker Racing Crystal Palace 1964 - Tommy Weber - Near Mint 
to Mint in Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1481. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S0269 Lotus Elan 26R GT Fastback 1964 - green, yellow trim, racing number 20, (2) S0264 
Lotus Elan 26R 1965 - dark green with orange trim - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1482. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S0264 Lotus Elan 26R 1965 - dark green, (2) Kid Box (Spark) KBS077 Lotus Elan S1 British 
Clubman style 1962 - green with yellow body stripes - 30th Anniversary model - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1483. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S1240 Lotus Elan S4 Sprint DHC 1971 - red/white with gold trim, (2) S1237 Lotus Elan S1 
1962 - yellow (pen marks to box sleeve) - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1484. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S2227 Lotus Elan Sprint DHC - yellow/white with gold trim, (2) S1242 1971 Lotus Elan S4 
Sprint - metallic blue/white with gold trim - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1485. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S1785 Lotus 102 Promotional Car - green, racing number 11, (2) S2210 Lotus Type 30 
S1 - green, yellow body stripe, racing number 1, Goodwood 1964 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1486. Spark 1/43rd scale S1241 Elan S4 Hexagon Estate 1971 - yellow with green interior - Near Mint in Good Plus box. 

 £30 - £40 

1487. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S4281 Lotus 72C - blue/white, racing number 14, Mexico GP 1970 - Graham Hill, (2) S2145 
Lotus 69 - green, racing number 2, Winner Pau GP 1970 - Jochen Rindt (possibly missing mirror) - Excellent to Mint in Excellent 
to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1488. Spark 1/43rd scale S4832 Lotus 69 - green/yellow, racing number 35, Canadian GP 1971 - Pete Lovely, (2) S4277 
Lotus 59 - green, racing number 6, Winner Albi GP F2 1969 - Graham Hill - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1489. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S2146 Lotus 69 - green, racing number 3, Castellet F2 1970 - Graham Hill, (2) S2148 Lotus 69 
Winner Albi GP F2 1971 - yellow, racing number 3 - Emerson Fittipaldi - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1490. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S1766 Team Lotus 56B - gold/black, racing number 5, Italian GP 1971 - Emerson Fittipaldi, (2) 
S1769 Lotus 76 - black, racing number 1, Spain GP 1974 - Ronnie Peterson - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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1491. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S1775 Team Lotus 74 - white, racing number 1, Rouen F2 1973 - Emerson Fittipaldi, (2) S4833 
Lotus 72E South African GP 1974 - orange/brown, racing number 30 - Paddy Driver - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near 
Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1492. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S5344 Lotus 72B British GP 1970 - red/white/gold, racing number 6 - John Miles, (2) S1763 
similar but Lotus 56B Race of Champions 1971 - Emerson Fittipaldi - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1493. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S5346 Lotus 72D British GP 1972 - white/red, racing number 29 - Dave Charlton, (2) S4280 
Lotus 72C Winner Dutch GP 1970 - Jochen Rindt - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1494. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S1249 Lotus Elite 1974 - metallic gold with cream interior, (2) S2213 Lotus Elite S2 1980 - black 
with yellow interior - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1495. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S2220 1980 Lotus Eclat S2 - metallic brown with chrome trim, (2) S2219 Lotus Excel 
1982 - white - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1496. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S1236 1990 Lotus Carlton - dark metallic blue, (2) AS009 635 CSi Group A Bathurst 
1984 - black, racing number 62 - D. Hume/L. Von Bayern - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1497. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S0445 Lotus Esprit Sport 300 - white with yellow/green body stripes, racing number 55, Le 
Mans 1993, (2) S0444 similar but racing number 44 (missing securing screws for case) - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1498. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) SCLS02 Lotus Elise GT1 - yellow/black, racing number 49, Le Mans 1997, (2) S0184 similar but 
white, racing number 15, "Thai" Fia GT 1997 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1499. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S0183 Lotus Elise GT1 Fia GT 1997 "Benetton" racing number 23, (2) S2206 Lotus Evora Type 
124 Cup 2010 - metallic green with yellow body stripes - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1500. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S1230 Lotus 340 R 2000 - silver-blue/black, (2) S1234 Lotus 2 Eleven - red/blue, 2007 Tokyo 
Motor Show - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1501. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S2204 Lotus Evora Type 124 Presentation 2009 - white with yellow body stripes, (2) S2193 
2011 Lotus Exige R-GT - white/blue, racing number 16 - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1502. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S2202 Lotus Evora 2009 - silver, (2) S2207 Lotus Evora Hybrid 2010 - metallic bronze - Near 
Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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1503. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S4899 Lotus Elise 220 Cup R - luminous yellow, (2) S4901 Lotus Exige V6 Cup 
R - orange-yellow - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1504. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S4896 Lotus 3 - Eleven Presentation - metallic green/yellow, (2) S0185 Lotus Elise GT1 Team 
MVR, racing number 19 Fia GT 1997 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1505. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S2229 Lotus Evora 400 - metallic green, (2) S4900 Lotus Exige S Club 
Racer - orange/black - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1506. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S2292 Lotus Elise 220 Cup - white/black, (2) S4895 Lotus Evora 400 - metallic blue/black - Near 
Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1507. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S3007 Lotus T127 - metallic green, yellow body stripes, racing number 19, Monaco GP 
2010 - Heikki Kovalainen, (2) similar but Lotus T128 - racing number 20, Italy GP 2011 - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. 
(2) 

 £40 - £60 

1508. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S2209 Lotus Jet Alliance Le Mans 2011 - metallic blue, racing number 65, (2) S3705 Lola 
B12/60 - Toyota - black, gold trim, racing number 13, "Rebellion Racing" 11th Le Mans 2012 - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint 
boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1509. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S3009 Lotus T127 - metallic green, racing number 19 - Heikki Kovalainen "Lotus 500th GP" 
Limited Edition model, (2) 431N65 1965 Winner Indy 500 Lotus 38, racing number 82 - Jim Clark (possibly missing 
mirror) - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1510. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S0069 Lotus 119B Soapbox 2003, (2) S0070 Lotus 119C Soapbox 2004, (3) S0060 Lotus 119A 
2002 - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

1511. Spark 1/43rd scale (1) S2688 Honda TN-7 - Essex Team Lotus Team - blue with red body stripe, (2) S2677 Honda 
TN360 Classic Team Lotus - black with gold body stripe - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1512. Spark 1/43rd scale S0280 Dodge Travco - Team Lotus 1973 - black with gold body stripes, red interior and chrome 
trim - Mint in Excellent box. 

 £60 - £80 

1513. Spark 1/43rd scale S0287 Transporter Team Lotus 1967 - green, yellow body stripe and hubs, silver base and chrome 
trim - Mint in Excellent box. 

 £60 - £80 

1514. Spark 1/43rd scale S0296 Transporter Team Lotus 1970 - red/white, silver base, "Gold Leaf Team Lotus" - Mint in a 
Fair box (plastic case is cracked and taped at one end). 

 £50 - £70 
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1515. Spark 1/43rd scale Team Lotus Helicopter 1982 - black with gold trim - Mint in Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £70 

1516. Spark 1/43rd scale S0270 Lotus Airplane - black with gold trim (G-Prix) - Mint with inner packing and Good outer card 
box (slightly scuffed on base). 

 £50 - £70 

1517. Handbuilt 1/43rd scale pair (1) Voiturette No.1 Tandhaus Lotus 23 - white metal - red, racing number 3 - Japanese GP, 
(2) Provence Moulage Lotus XI LM56 - resin model - green, racing number 36 - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1518. 1/43rd scale resin group (1) Carlectables 43534 1965 Ford Lotus Cortina - Ermine White with dark green body stripe, 
(2) Pinko P1-232 Lotus XV Climax - green, racing number 26, Le Mans 1958 retired 2hrs - Graham Hill/Cliff Allisson, (3) Exem 
EXRLM027 Lotus Elite - white, green body stripe, racing number 38, 1963 Le Mans - Gardner/Coundley - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1519. Ebbro Oldies 1/43rd scale pair (1) 44163 Lotus Elan Type 26 S1 - green, (2) 44165 similar but red - Near Mint to Mint 
in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1520. Ebbro Racing 1/43rd scale pair (1) 44196 Lotus Elan 26R 1965 CCC Race - green, yellow body stripe, racing number 
19, (2) 44197 Lotus Elan 26R 1966 Suzuka 500 KM - yellow, racing number 18 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1521. Minichamps 1/43rd scale group (1) 400648219 Lotus Cortina Mk.I 6th Brands Hatch 1964, Winners Whitmore/Procter, 
racing number 19, (2) 400648259 Cortina Mk.I 12th Sebring 1964 - Clark/Parsons, racing number 59, (3) 400135221 1978 
Lotus Esprit - orange - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1522. Minichamps boxed Formula 1 group to include Lotus Renault GPR31 - N. Heidfeld 2011, Lotus Ford 79 - green "Martini 
Racing" - N. Mansell, 2 x Lotus Ford 88's and a RBA Collectables Lotus 49B 1968 "Gold Leaf", racing number 5 - Near Mint to 
Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1523. Autoart 1/43rd scale Lotus group to include 2 x 55358 Lotus Europa S in white, 55322 Lotus Elise 2002 in black and 3 
x Maxi Car Lotus Elise 49 - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent packaging (one has a torn outer sleeve). (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1524. Kyosho 1/43rd scale Lotus group to include Museum Collection 03076W Lotus Europa Special with rear wing - white 
(off white), 03072B Lotus 47 GT - blue/white, 03073R Lotus Europa Special in red and 3 x Lotus Elan - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1525. 1/43rd scale Lotus group to include Kyosho 03156W Caterham Super Seven JPE - white with orange body stripe, 
03152Y similar but fluorescent yellow, Norev 270211 Caterham Super Seven - green with yellow nose, similar but with silver 
bonnet (unboxed) and a Del Prado magazine issue - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging. (5) 

 £30 - £50 
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1526. Ixo 1/43rd scale group to include LMC096 Lotus Elite - blue, racing number 44, Le Mans 1960, LMC119 Lotus 
Elite - white, green body stripe, racing number 44, Winner Le Mans 1962, CL047 Lotus Elite - green with red interior, plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging (one is missing outer card sleeve). (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1527. Ixo 1/43rd scale group (1) CLC207 Simca - Talbot Sunbeam Lotus Phase 1 1980 - black with silver body stripe and 
grey interior, (2) RAC050 Talbot Sunbeam Lotus Group 4, racing number 11, San Remo Rally 1979, (3) RAC038 Talbot 
Sunbeam Lotus, racing number 8 Monte Carlo 1981 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

1528. Ixo 1/43rd scale Lotus group to include MOC061 Lotus Exige Krypton Green 2003, MOC119 Lotus Exige Sprint Edition 
2006 - blue/white, Premium X PR0048 Lotus Elan M100 S2 1994 - green, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent 
to Near Mint boxes (one is Fair and one missing outer sleeve). (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1529. Vitesse 1/43rd scale Lotus group to include 27703 Lotus Elan Coupe in yellow, 22701 similar but green, 27704 similar 
but blue, 27750 Lotus Elan Opentop in Norfolk yellow, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent rigid perspex cases. 
(7) 

 £50 - £70 

1530. Vitesse 1/43rd scale Lotus group to include 27775 Lotus Elan S3 - red, 27754 similar but Opentop, 27678 Lotus Elise 
111S - Titanium, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent rigid perspex cases. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1531. Vitesse 1/43rd scale Lotus group to include 27702 Lotus Elan Coupe - Cirrus white, 27777 similar but convertible, 
27502 Lotus Super 7 - chrome/red, plus others - Fair to Excellent some models without fixings for packaging, a couple have 
loose damaged windscreens. (7) 

 £30 - £50 

1532. Quartzo mixed group of Racing Cars to include 4007 Lotus 49B "Gold Leaf" Jackie Oliver Belgium GP 1968, QLM028 
Lotus Eleven Le Mans 1957 - green/silver, racing number 62, 27803 Lotus 49B, racing number 22 - Jo Siffert 1968 British 
Grand Prix Winner, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1533. 1/43rd scale mixed group (1) Trofeu BRL07 Ford Cortina Mk.I RAC Rally 1966 - Jim Clark/Melia, (2) Brumm JCC001 
Jim Clark's Porsche 356 - white, racing number 24, limited edition model, (3) R331 Lotus 25 GP Belgio 1963, racing number 
1 - Jim Clark, (4) R332 Lotus 25 GB Italia 1963, racing number 8 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1534. Oxford Diecast 1/43rd scale (1) AM2002 Aston Martin DB4 GT Zagato - metallic green, racing number 3 - Jim Clark, 
(2) LE001 Lotus Elan Plus 2 - yellow/silver, (3) LE002 Lotus Elan Plus 2 Lagon - blue/silver, (4) 43FDE017 Ford 400E 
Van - Lotus Racing Service - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1535. Oxford Diecast 1/43rd scale (1) LE005 Lotus Elan Plus 2 - Bahama yellow, (2) LE004 similar but black/silver, (3) LE003 
similar but red/silver (orangey-red), (4) 43FDE017 Ford 400E Van - Lotus Racing Service - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint 
boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 
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1536. Mixed group of models to include Magazine issue Lotus Esprit "The Spy Who Loved Me", 4 x Cararama Lotus Europa 
including black with gold trim, magazine style issues including 1959 Lotus Elite 24hr Le Mans - green, racing number 42, 1962 
Lotus Elite - yellow, racing number 56 - Monte Carlo Rally 1962, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging (2 
are unboxed). (14) 

 £30 - £50 

1537. Mixed group of Racing models to include Formula 1 Magazine Collection - Lotus 79 1978 - Mario Andretti, 3 x Gama 
Opel Lotus, 4 x Onyx including Lotus 100T, other manufacturers include Yaxon and Atlas does contain 3 x unboxed 
models - Good to Near Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (14) 

 £30 - £40 

1538. Mixed group of Lotus Transporters (1) Polistil RJ107 "John Player Team Lotus" - black with gold lettering, (2) Corgi 
Super Haulers 59547 Volvo Race Transporter - Lotus Sport - black/silver, (3) Corgi Lotus Car Transporter - two-tone green with 
multiple advertising labels (unboxed), (4) Solido Lotus F1 - green, racing number 1 and spun hubs, (5) Dinky Scorpion Tank 
(Lotus Active Ride System was used on this type of tank) - Fair to Mint in generally Good packaging where applicable. (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1539. Large mixed group of Lotus models to include Newray Caterham Super Seven x 4, Welly 2003 Lotus Elise 
111S - yellow, similar in red, 2 x Lotus Elise in rigid perspex cases - orange and metallic green and a large group of unboxed 
models mostly China made Saico, Welly, Kinsmart and others, mainly Elise models - Fair to Mint in generally Good to Good 
Plus packaging where applicable. (36) 

 £40 - £60 

1540. Mixed group of larger scale Lotus models to include Welly 1/24th scale 1965 Lotus Elan - pale blue, 4 x Motormax 
Evora S models including metallic green with yellow body stripes, 2 x Welly 1/24th scale RC models Lotus Exige S 
Supercharge V6 in yellow and blue, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (13) 

 £50 - £70 

1541. 1/18th scale group (1) Anson Lotus Super Seven 1957 to 1973 Caterham Super Seven 1973 on, (2) Kyosho 7020 
Caterham Super Seven - green/silver with black hood, (3) Road Signature 92769 1960 Lotus Elite - red, white body stripe, 
racing number 37, (4) Welly 12535W 2003 Lotus Elise 111S - yellow, (5) Jadi JM98038 Lotus Elise Type 25 - green with yellow 
body stripes - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1542. Quartzo 1/18th scale boxed pair (1) 18200 Classic Grand Prix Lotus 49 - green, yellow body stripe, racing number 
4 - Jim Clark, 1st 1968 Grand Prix of South Africa, (2) 18210 Lotus 49B - red/white, racing number 1 - Graham Hill 1st 1969 
Grand Prix of Monaco - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in generally Good boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1543. Sun Star 1/18th scale pair (1) 1031 Lotus Elise 111S - blue, (2) 1032 similar but red - Excellent Plus (very light dust) in 
Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1544. Sun Star 1/18th scale boxed pair (1) 4071 1966 Lotus Elan S3 Coupe - Cirrus white, (2) 4051 1966 Lotus Elan S3 
Open Convertible - red - generally Excellent Plus (a few light dust marks) in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1545. Sun Star 1/18th scale group (1) 4054 1966 Lotus Elan S3 Open Convertible - Cirrus white, (2) 4072 1966 Lotus Elan 
S3 Coupe - French blue, (3) 4053 1966 Lotus Elan S3 Open Convertible - British racing green (damage to windscreen - Fair to 
Excellent Plus (some light dust). (3) 

 £40 - £60 
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1546. 1/18th scale boxed pair (1) Sun Star 1071 Lotus Elise GT1 - metallic green/white/yellow, racing number 23, (2) Kyosho 
08151G Lotus Europa Special - green (missing windscreen wiper) - Good to Excellent in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1547. Autoart 1/18th scale 70066 Lotus Esprit Turbo "Essex" version - metallic blue with silver/red body stripes - generally 
Near Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £60 

1548. Minichamps 1/18th scale 540871812 1987 Lotus Honda 99T - yellow, racing number 12 - Ayrton Senna - a few light 
marks but generally Near Mint with inner packing and Good outer box. 

 £50 - £70 

1549. Autoart 1/18th scale 75331 Lotus Cortina Mk.I - white with green body stripe, black interior and chrome trim - generally 
Mint with inner packing and Excellent outer box. 

 £60 - £80 

1550. Fast Lane RC Hennessey Venom GT - metallic grey, large scale radio-control model - generally Near Mint in a Near 
Mint box. 

 £40 - £50 

1551. Gamester Xbox Compatible Lotus Wheel - electronic gaming steering wheel with racing style pedals - generally 
Excellent in a Good Plus box with inner packing. 

 £20 - £30 

1552. Schuco 2096 Montage Lotus Climax 33 Set - unassembled racing car set, green body, racing number 6, complete and 
in Excellent to Near Mint condition with tools, accessories etc, complete with instruction booklet with inner plastic packing inlay 
card and outer card lift off lid box - all generally Excellent. 

 £60 - £80 

1553. Schuco 1071 Lotus Climax 33 Formula 1 Racing Car - dark green, yellow body stripe, racing number 5 - all generally 
Excellent with spanner and key in original bag in a generally Good window box (sticker removal mark to top right hand corner) 
8"/20cm length. 

 £30 - £50 

1554. Bandai (Japan) Lotus Elan - friction driver - metallic blue tinplate, black plastic hardtop, detailed tinprinted interior, 
plated parts, length 8.5"/22cm - Excellent Plus in a generally Good window box. 

 £60 - £80 

1555. Telsalda 25100 Lotus Elan S2 - yellow, racing number 9, blue tinted windscreen and chrome effect parts with friction 
drive - Near Mint in a Good Plus carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

1556. Telsalda 25100 Lotus Elan S2 - green, racing number 2, blue tinted windscreen, chrome effect parts and friction 
drive - Near Mint in a Good box. 

 £40 - £50 
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1557. A mixed group of plastic Lotus models including Crio Lotus Le Mans - grey with black wheels, Magneto (West 
Germany) - grey, racing number 1, various Hong Kong plastic Formula 1 Cars in orange, white and blue, two larger Hong Kong 
plastic models in green Lotus Ford or similar, a Cornflakes novelty gift Lotus in red, two modern issues including BMW 
Isetta - Fair to Excellent unboxed. (13) 

 £30 - £50 

1558. A mixed group of plastic resin Lotus models to include 2 x Merit (England) Lotus II - both dark green, racing number 6, 
Lotus Super Seven in yellow, Caterham in black and silver, racing number 8, Kitbuilt Lotus Ford - white/blue, racing number 93, 
larger Hong Kong plastic Formula 1 Car, plus others - Fair to Excellent unboxed. (10) 

 £20 - £30 

1559. A mixed group of Lotus models to include Polistil FX6 1/25th scale Lotus Turbo Indianapolis - red/black, racing number 
3 with original box, 1/32nd scale Politoys Lotus Climax F1 - green, racing number 3, a similar model but with racing number 4 
(missing rear spoiler), Triang Mini Highways Series, Schuco 1071 Lotus Formula 1 - red/grey, a large scale Corgi John Player 
Special F1 and a 1/32nd scale Corgi Trailer - Fair to Excellent. (7) 

 £30 - £50 

1560. A mixed group of plastic Lotus models including Lucky Toys wind-up powered John Player Special in a Fair window 
box, Champion Racers friction powered Lotus JPS F1, Hong Kong made JPS Radio Car, Bburago 1/24th scale Lotus 97T and 
a Sanchis (Spain) battery-operated wire control model (missing exhaust and cover to one side) - Fair to Excellent. (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1561. Marx (Hong Kong) F1 Lotus Racing Car - blue, white nose with racing number 2, 8.5"/22cm long, another similar model 
but in red, another similar size plastic model - unidentified manufacturer and 2 x modern issue RC Caterham models with one 
controller - Good Plus to Excellent Plus unboxed. (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1562. West German made pull back friction mechanism Lotus Ford Racing Car - cream, racing number 4 with chrome/blue 
engine parts - generally Excellent although friction motor may need some attention in a generally Good window box. 

 £30 - £40 

1563. Pair of plastic Lotus models (1) Marx (Hong Kong) batter-operated remote control Famous Racing Car - green, racing 
number 2 with red engine and exhausts, (2) Hong Kong plastic friction drive "Jim Clark's" Lotus Ford Racer - green, racing 
number 82 - Fair to Good both models missing some small parts in generally Fair boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1564. Marx (Hong Kong) 8742 friction drive Lotus Ford Racing Car - green, yellow nose, racing number 5 - generally 
Excellent (does have weak friction drive) in a Fair carded picture box (reproduction end flap repair). 

 £30 - £40 

1565. ATC (Asahi) Lotus Elan S2 Coupe - tinplate model - red, racing number 8, black roof and tinplate printed 
interior - generally Excellent, some light dents and scuffs in a Fair lift off lid box. 

 £40 - £50 

1566. Mixed group of models to include China made clockwork Lotus Racing Car - blue, racing number 27 and a boxed 
modern issue of same model, an unboxed friction drive Lotus Ford model - yellow, racing number 27, a smaller tinplate model 
and a Macau made Lotus BRM H16 F.1 - blue, racing number 4 with original card box - Good to Near Mint in Fair to Good 
boxes where applicable. (5) 

 £30 - £50 
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1567. Japan made battery-operated High Speed Racer with mystery action and realistic engine noise - orange-red, racing 
number 19, tinplate printed cockpit - Excellent Plus (untested, battery compartment is clean and free of corrosion), approx 
12"/30cm length with an Excellent lift off lid carded picture box with inner packing piece. 

 £30 - £50 

1568. Lincoln International battery-operated wire control Lotus Indianapolis Racing Car - green, racing number 8, chrome 
effect hubs and exhaust, white driver figure with red helmet with red plastic controller (possibly missing roll bar), approx length 
12"/30cm - generally Excellent untested in a Good lift off lid box (some fading/discolour). 

 £40 - £60 

1569. Lincoln International Lotus Racer with inflatable tyres - yellow, racing number 4, black/white tyres with "Speed King" 
logos - all generally Excellent, also comes with inflator pump and spare tyre in a generally Good colourful lift off lid card 
box - approx length is 14"/36cm. 

 £50 - £70 

1570. Daishin (Japan) battery-operated Lotus 49 Ford F-1 Racer - red/yellow with blue body stripe, racing number 47, tinplate 
body with plastic moving engine parts, mystery action - all generally Excellent Plus - battery compartment is clean, comes with a 
Good lift off lid picture card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1571. Testors (USA) - Tether Car with internal combustion engine Lotus Racing Car - white, racing number 22 with 
orange/brown/green labels (some discolour) - generally Excellent untested with bagged components and instruction manual, 
comes with original card box which is Fair (missing/damaged end flaps to one end) does have an inner packing piece, approx 
length 12"/30cm. 

 £60 - £80 

1572. Tamiya 1/12th scale 2 x Lotus Type 49 Racing Cars - built models from construction kits (1) green with yellow body 
stripe, racing number 5, "Team Lotus" logos, (2) red/white gold nose cone racing number 4, "Gold Leaf Team Lotus" - models 
are generally Excellent with some extra spare parts - note models are very fragile and can be dismantled - unboxed. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1573. Mixed group of Lotus model construction kits to include Gunze Sangyo 2 x High Tech Model Lotus Elan S3 1/24th 
scale, Tamiya Lotus 107B Ford 1/20th scale, Tamiya 1/24th scale Lotus Super Seven, a similar kit by Riko Fujimi 01005 Lotus 
99T Honda F1 and 2 x smaller kits - Lotus 30 and Lotus Europa - contents not checked but appear generally Excellent most 
within bags and with instructions in Fair to Excellent boxes. 

 £40 - £60 

1574. Large perspex Display Case with wooden base and fabric inlay perfect for displaying large scale models, approx 
dimensions 20"/51cm length x 12.5"/22cm width x 7"/17.5cm height - condition is generally Excellent. 

 £20 - £30 

1575. Bell (England) "Drive Yourself" Racing Game - Duncan Hamilton invites you to race at Oulton Park, magnetic type 
steering game comprising 2 x raised card circuits with yellow and red steering wheels for each track, various banking 
accessories - plastic Racing Cars roughly based on Maserati and Jaguar D-type - internal conditions are generally Excellent, 
outer box lid is Fair to Good (split on one corner) however picture face is Good with strong colours and interesting 
graphics - base of box has tape repairs to two corners, interesting unusual item. 

 £40 - £60 
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1576. Classic Heroes by Jim Bamber boxed Figurine set (1) HER/007/02 Ayrton Senna - Lotus 99T - yellow, (2) HER/010/01 
Graham Hill Lotus B49, (3) HER/007/01 Ayrton Senna Lotus 97T - black, (4) Classix Money Box R48299D roughly based on 
Lotus Cortina - all generally Excellent in Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1577. A mixed group of Lotus inspired Clothing and Caps to include 17 x baseball caps including "Gold Leaf Team Lotus", 
"Lotus Renault GP" and various others in classis Lotus Team colours, plus clothing including JPS Lotus World Champions 
Fleece in black (Large), JPS Jumper - white/black/gold, Kimi Raikkonen T-shirt, Lotus Tie and a NYLOC (North Yorkshire Lotus 
Owners Club) Shirt in green and yellow (Small) - all in generally Excellent condition. (22) 

 £40 - £60 

1578. A mixed group of Lotus Collectables including a JPS Belt, JPS Door Stops, various Pens some in original cases, 
Wallet, Toothbrush set, Pit Lane figures, Cufflinks, Pewter model, JPS Helmet Clock, various Lanyards - all generally Excellent 
to Near Mint. (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

1579. A mixed group of Lotus Collectables to include JPS Ice Bucket, Pewter Tanker, various Beer Mats, Lotus Pale Ale, 
Chapmans Best - Buffy's Brewery and a selection of "Wonda" coffee top lids with pull back/friction drive Lotus models plus a 
small scale James Bond Lotus Esprit - generally Excellent. (24) 

 £20 - £30 

1580. Large quantity of Lotus Badges to include sew on patches, tax disc holders, metal pin badges, full size Lotus car 
badge, various decals, cufflinks, belt buckle - all generally Excellent. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

1581. Pair of Lotus Signs (1) large wood Lotus Sign/ply Lotus Sign - white/orange/black - ideal for garage/workshop wall, 
approx size 20¼"/52cm x 20¼"/52cm with 2 x mounting holes at top, (2) Electronic plastic hanging display "Lotus Authorised 
Parts and Service" - perspex/plastic construction with hanging chain and wired with 2-pin plug (30cm x 20cm) - conditions are 
generally Excellent. 

 £40 - £60 

1582. Large quantity of printed Ephemera to include original Showroom Brochure Lotus models including Eclat, Elite and 
Esprit, some modern issues including Elise and Evora, a framed pencil sketch of a Lotus Elan Sprint, black and white print 1967 
Race of Champions - Brands Hatch - beard spoiler and a large quantity of Lotus Magazines including Pure Lotus, Historical 
Lotus and Chicane Lotus Drivers Club - all generally Excellent. (large qty) 

 £30 - £50 

1583. Child's Ride-On Lotus Toy - pressed steel construction with plastic wheels, seat and engine - green, yellow body 
stripes, racing number 1, loosely based on a Ford Lotus Racing Car, overall length approx 73cm/28¾" - condition is Excellent 
unused, unboxed. 

 £30 - £40 

1584. A group of clear perspex Display Cabinets each with perspex hinges and clips, drilled and slotted for wall mounting (1) 
double hinged front doors containing 9 x display shelves, approx size 56cm width x 45cm height x 66cm depth, (2) and (3) 
single hinged opening fronts containing 6 x display shelves, approx sizes are 30cm width x 50cm height x 8cm depth - generally 
Excellent condition. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

1585. Pair of wood and glass Display Cases with silver edging, both are with hinged front opening (1) contains 14 x glass 
shelves, approx dimensions are 45.5cm width x 81cm height x 9cm depth, (2) containing 11 x glass display shelves, approx 
dimensions are 38cm width x 46cm height x 7cm depth - both in generally Excellent condition. (2) 

 £30 - £50 
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1586. Large good quality Display Cabinet glass and wood construction, edged with dark wood and brass, hinged front 
opening door containing 10 x glass display shelves, approx dimensions are 64.5cm width x 85cm height x 11.5cm 
depth - condition is generally Excellent. 

 £30 - £50 

1587. Large good quality Display Cabinet glass and wood construction, edged with dark wood and brass, hinged front 
opening door containing 10 x glass display shelves, approx dimensions are 64.5cm width x 85cm height x 11.5cm 
depth - condition is generally Excellent. 

 £30 - £50 

1588. Large good quality Display Cabinet glass and wood construction, edged with dark wood and brass, hinged front 
opening door containing 10 x glass display shelves, approx dimensions are 64.5cm width x 85cm height x 11.5cm 
depth - condition is generally Excellent. 

 £30 - £50 

1589. Large good quality Display Cabinet glass and wood construction, edged with dark wood and brass, hinged front 
opening door containing 10 x glass display shelves, approx dimensions are 64.5cm width x 85cm height x 11.5cm 
depth - condition is generally Excellent. 

 £30 - £50 

Mechanical Horse Collection 

1590. Budgie Toys boxed pair (1) 238 Scammell Scarab "British Railways" Articulated Delivery Van - maroon/cream, (2) 
similar but "Rail Freight" - yellow with "Cadbury's" advertising - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in generally Good card boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1591. Budgie Toys boxed group (1) 238 Scammell Scarab Articulated Delivery Van - yellow, "Rail Freight", (2) 240 BR 
Delivery Van with canvas hood - maroon/cream with yellow base and green fabric canopy (in reproduction box), (3) 702 
(Automec H) Scammell Scarab - dark blue with "Royal Navy" logos in white - Good to Near Mint in generally Good boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1592. Budgie boxed group (1) Scammell Scarab Articulated Delivery Truck - green "Southern Railway Parcel Traffic", (2) 
similar but dark red "LMS Liverpool Road", (3) similar but very dark brown/cream, "GWR" - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in 
generally Good to Good Plus window boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1593. Budgie unboxed group of Scammell Scarab Articulated Delivery Trucks to include "British Railways" - maroon/light 
cream, "Rail Freight" in yellow, plus others and includes a bare metal casting - unpainted model - Fair to Excellent Plus 
unboxed. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1594. Unusual Code 3 Refuse Truck - pale green 3-wheeled model, "Urban District Council" logos, built from Crescent Toys 
Scammell Scarab Cab and Dinky Refuse Truck for rear - generally Excellent unboxed. 

 £20 - £30 
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1595. Crescent group to include 1274 Scammell Scarab and Low Load Trailer - red/green with yellow chassis - model is quite 
heavily chipped but does come with original card box in Fair condition.  Lot also includes "Shell BP" Tanker with green cab and 
red tank plus six other models some of which have been repainted and refurbished containing various loads including "British 
Railways" in dark maroon with bale parcels - Fair to Good mostly unboxed. (8) 

 £40 - £60 

1596. Matchbox Lesney Regular Wheels unboxed group 7 x 10a Scammell Scarab Mechanical Horse and Trailer - red cab, 
grey trailer with metal wheels, 6 x 10b - red/tan, most with metal wheels including both crimped and riveted axles and one 
model with grey plastic wheels, plus other spare cabs, trailers etc (does include a few repainted/Code 3 models) - Fair to Good 
unboxed. (20) 

 £30 - £50 

1597. Mixed group of small scale models including Schuco Piccolo 05112 "Tempo" Delivery Van in limited edition box, similar 
but light blue "Persil", a DG Models Motorcycle derived 3-wheel Delivery Van - green/black, "British Road Services" and a 
number of small scale plastic Scammell Scarab Delivery Flatbed Wagons and Vans including "British Railways" and "Rail 
Freight" - mostly N Gauge Oxford Diecast - some empty boxes - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging where 
applicable. (20) 

 £30 - £50 

1598. Vintage diecast group Dinky 421 Electric Articulated Lorry "British Railways" - maroon, red ridged hubs, similar model 
with 30w cast base, similar repainted/Code 3 models, 30v MCB Electric Van - cream/red, "Express Dairy", a similar model but 
Code 3 conversion "British Railways" Van - maroon/dark cream, other Code 3 repainted Flatbed Trucks, some Dinky Dublo and 
3 x Corgi Junior Reliant TW9 3-wheel Trucks - Fair to Good Plus - does include repainted models. (16) 

 £50 - £70 

1599. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 15101 Scammell Scarab Set "Express Dairy", 18401 Bedford O Articulated Set 
"British Rail", 2 x Brewery Collection Wagons - "H P Bulmer Ltd" and "Mitchells & Butlers" plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in 
Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1600. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 97911 Scammell Scarab "British Railways", 97335 similar but "Eskimo Foods", 
some Brewery Wagons including 97917 Scammell Scarab - "Watneys" plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1601. Corgi Classics boxed group mostly "British Railways" and include 18403 Bedford O Series Dropside Trailer, 15003 
Scammell Scarab - British Rail x 2, 15005 - window box issue and Premium Edition CC11301 Scammell Scarab - British 
Rail - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1602. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 15007 Scammell Scarab Delivery Truck "Guinness" in window box, similar but 
15006 "Tate & Lyle", 2 x 15002 Scammell Scarab "Royal Mail" plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. 
(8) 

 £50 - £70 

1603. Corgi Classics unboxed group to include some repainted and Code 3 models including Scammell Scarab "Royal 
Navy" - dark blue, cream trim and black canopy, one model converted with tarpaulin and crate load, plus spare Trailer and 
Railway Goods Wagon load - Fair to Near Mint - does include repaints, unboxed. (10) 

 £50 - £70 
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1604. Corgi Classics a group to include 97910 Scammell Scarab "Rail Freight" - yellow/black, similar model but with Flatbed 
conversion, another similar but blue "Ever Ready" Code 3 conversion, a dark blue model with a plain black canopy, a British 
Rail conversion Flatbed with timber load and an unusual Scratchbuilt card/paper model - "Bovril" - Fair to Near Mint - does 
include repaints in Fair to Excellent boxes (pen marks to some). (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1605. Schuco 1/43rd scale boxed group of Tempo 3-wheel Delivery Vans to include 02212 - red with grey canopy 
"Feuerwehr", 02065 - cram cab, maroon rear body, 02055 - dark blue, open back, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent 
boxes. 

 £40 - £60 

1606. A mixed group of Model Railway related models to include 5 x 1/76th scale Bachmann Intertrans 76 including British 
Rail Scammell Scarab in maroon and cream, Flatbed and Container Truck, a Hornby Dublo SD6 Saxa Salt Wagon - OO Gauge 
and 2 x Merit Scammell Trailer and Container all in original boxes - Good Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1607. A mixed group of models including Model Railway related - Peco Model Scene Period Vehicles - HO/OO Gauge 
Scammell Lorry, a Merit Hobby blister pack 5015 Scammell and Trailer Assembly Kit, a bagged Airfix Scammell Scarab Kit and 
a similar one by Dapol C33, plus a number of loose models by Merit or similar and several loose plastic Goods Wagon 
Containers - Fair to Near Mint in Fair to Good packaging where applicable. (20+) 

 £30 - £40 

1608. Oxford Diecast 1/76th scale a large mixed group of models to include Scammell Scarab Delivery Truck - British 
Railways - maroon/cream, similar but Rail Freight in yellow and grey, other models include GWR, some Flat Back Wagons 
including green British Road Services with load, 4 x Tankers including LMS and LNER, 5 x Refuse Wagons plus 
others - conditions generally Excellent to Near Mint including packaging. (37 + 28 empty boxes) 

 £70 - £90 

1609. A large group of Lledo and Trackside 1/76th scale models to include Scammell Scarab Delivery Truck - Eskimo Frozen 
Foods - Express Dairy Milk Churn Wagon in blue and cream, British Railways in maroon and cream, various other Delivery 
Wagons including Flatbeds and large barrel load - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint. (48 together with a similar 
number of empty boxes) 

 £70 - £90 

1610. A boxed group of models including Classix 1/76th scale Transport Treasures - Jensen Jen-Tug "Mechanical 
Horse" - British Railways maroon and cream - Corona Family Drinks and Squashes in orange, BRS Parcel Services in 
green/grey, NCB Electric High Top Van - British Railways, plus 6 x Lledo and Trackside boxed models - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Near Mint boxes. (17) 

 £30 - £50 

1611. A mixed group of items to include Thomas and Friends Mechanical Horse "Madge", a similar model for wooden 
railways, a pewter style 1933 Scammell Scarab, some modern 3-wheel vehicles including Tuk Tuk, 5 x Motorcycles including 
Ixo Museum, books and pamphlets including British Lorries in Colour, Sheffield on the Move, Freight of the North Eastern 
Region of British Railways - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging where applicable. (20) 

 £30 - £50 

1612. Country Artists "Mechanical Horse" cold cast or similar sculpture of farmyard scene with British Railways Delivery 
Truck with vintage Tractor load - generally Excellent mounted on wooden base with certificate No.2 of only 250 pieces. 

 £50 - £70 
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1613. Triang Minic 3 Push and Go Articulated Transport Lorry - Big Bedford Tractor Unit - red/cream with a red/white "Triang 
Transport" Trailer - friction drive working when tested - generally Good with marks to cab roof and trailer in a Fair original card 
box. 

 £50 - £70 

1614. Impressive large scale model of a "British Railways" Mechanical Horse - maroon and cream with black chassis and 
wheels with working spring loaded coupling mechanism, overall length approx 36"/92cm, together with a smaller British Rail 
model (20"/51cm) - all generally Excellent without packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

1615. Large scale wooden Mechanical Horse models to include 2 x "LMS" 3-wheel Trucks in maroon/black, both have 
removable backs with hinged rear sections, also includes one Flatbed Trailer in a similar livery, Truck lengths are approx 
21"/54cm, Flatbed Trailer is 24"/60cm - all generally Excellent. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

Other Vendors 

1616. Dinky 609 US Army 105mm Howitzer with Gun Crew - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - matt 
khaki green complete with plastic figures - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Excellent Plus bubble pack 
(bubble just slightly age yellowed), unusual model with matt khaki green paint finish. 

 £50 - £70 

1617. Dinky 609 US Army 105mm Howitzer with Gun Crew - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 
models - military green complete with figures - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Excellent bubble pack 
(card plinth discoloured from reaction with rubber tyres). 

 £40 - £50 

1618. Dinky 654 US Army 155mm Mobile Gun - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - military green 
body & rear platform - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint bubble pack (bubble has minor 
depression to one corner but not split). 

 £30 - £40 

1619. Dinky 654 US Army 105mm Mobile Gun - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - military green 
body, bare metal rear platform - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. 

 £40 - £50 

1620. Dinky group of 1970's issue mostly Science Fiction models - all ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 
models - (1) 362 Trident Starfighter; (2) 363 Zygon Patroller (inner card tray damaged & model loose within box); (3) 367 Space 
Battle Cruiser; (4) 368 Zygon Marauder; (5) as (4) but box torn/damaged at one end - all Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent 
window boxes; (6) 748 GER Goods Train Set - overall Excellent Plus but yellow Open Wagon does have some chips to top 
edge of body in Excellent bubble pack (bubble has some creasing at one corner). (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1621. Dinky pair of ex-shop stock models taken from factory trade packs of 6 - (1) 784 GER Goods Train Set - Mint apart 
from usual minor factory assembly marks in Excellent bubble pack (both bubble & plinth a little creased at one corner); (2) 1045 
Panavia Multi Role Combat Aircraft metal kit - Mint factory sealed in Excellent box with some creasing to corners. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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1622. Dinky 439 Ford D800 Snow Plough & Tipper Truck - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - metallic 
silver-blue cab with white interior, duck egg blue tipper body, lemon yellow plough, bare metal chassis, metal cast hubs - Near 
Mint (does have a few small chips to edge of plough in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. 

 £40 - £50 

1623. Dinky 784 GER Goods Train Set - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - Mint apart from usual 
minor factory assembly marks in Excellent Plus bubble pack (tear to one tab of card plinth & two tiny puncture holes to bubble). 

 £20 - £30 

1624. Dinky pair of ex-shop stock Range Rovers taken from factory trade packs of 6 models - (1) 254 Police Range 
Rover - light blue interior, bare metal base, cast hubs with rubber tyres - Near Mint (does have a few pin size factory assembly 
paint chips) in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 268 Range Rover Ambulance - dark blue interior complete with Patient & 
Stretcher, bare metal base, black plastic wheels with cast hubs - Near Mint with a few factory assembly paint chips to hood in 
Near Mint bubble pack. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1625. Dinky 370 Dragster Set - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - dayglo pink cockpit, lemon yellow 
nose, engine air intake & rear roll bar, white chassis, cast hubs, light blue starter unit - Near Mint (glue just starting to show 
through nose label) complete with instructions & original foam packing piece in Excellent creased at one end outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1626. Dinky 370 Dragster Set - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - dayglo pink cockpit, lemon yellow 
nose, engine air intake & rear roll bar, white chassis, cast hubs, light blue starter unit - Near Mint (glue just starting to show 
through nose label) complete with instructions & original foam packing piece in Near Mint to Mint outer card box and the inner 
card tray on this one is Near Mint inner pictorial card tray with minor crease to one end. 

 £50 - £60 

1627. Dinky 619 Bren Gun Carrier with Anti-Tank Gun - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - Mint apart 
from usual minor factory assembly marks complete with crew & unused decal sheet in generally Near Mint bubble pack (base of 
card plinth a little discoloured). 

 £50 - £60 

1628. Dinky 677 Task Force Gift Set containing Desert Sand Ferret Armoured Car, blue DUKW Amphibian & matt military 
green Alvis Stalwart - all Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. 

 £40 - £50 

1629. Dinky pair of Military vehicles both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 models - (1) 622 Bren Gun Carrier 
complete with crew & unused decal sheet - Mint in Good Plus bubble pack (bubble split & damaged at one rear corner); (2) 654 
US Army 155mm Mobile Gun - military green body & rear platform - Mint apart from a couple of usual minor factory assembly 
marks in Good Plus bubble pack (bubble split across top & rear). (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1630. Dinky 622 Bren Gun Carrier - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - military green body complete 
with figures & unused decal sheet in Near Mint bubble pack (base of card plinth just slightly discoloured). 

 £40 - £50 

1631. Dinky 656 Wehrmacht German Army 88mm Gun with Mobile Limbers - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 
6 models - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. 

 £50 - £70 
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1632. Dinky 656 Wehrmacht German Army 88mm Gun with Mobile Limbers - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 
6 models - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks & barrel label peeling away from barrel in Near Mint to Mint 
bubble pack. 

 £50 - £70 

1633. Dinky 672 OSA2 Missile Boat - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - Near Mint (paint chip to base 
touched in by factory) in Excellent bubble pack (bubble a little age yellowed). 

 £20 - £30 

1634. Dinky 673 Submarine Chaser - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - Mint apart from usual minor 
factory assembly marks in Excellent Plus window box (does have tear to inner card tray). 

 £20 - £30 

1635. Dinky 1037 British Army Chieftain Tank metal kit - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - Mint 
factory sealed in Near Mint to Mint box.  Outstanding example. 

 £30 - £40 

1636. Dinky 1045 Panavia Multi Role Combat Aircraft metal kit - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 
models - Mint factory sealed in Near Mint box with some slight creasing to corners. 

 £30 - £40 

1637. Dinky group of ex-shop stock models all taken from factory trade packs of 6 - (1) 609 US Army 155mm Howitzer with 
Gun Crew - military green body complete with plastic figures; (2) 654 US Army 155mm Mobile Gun - military green body with 
bare metal rear platform; (3) 736 German Bundesmarine Sea King Helicopter complete with Sonar Device & unused decal 
sheet below card plinth - all Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Good to Good Plus bubble packs (all 
bubbles cracked/damaged). (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1638. Dinky 736 German Bundesmarine Sea King Helicopter complete with Sonar Device & unused decal sheet underneath 
card plinth - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in generally Excellent bubble pack (bubble a little age yellowed 
& split at one corner) and 1045 Panavia Multi Role Combat Aircraft metal kit - Mint factory sealed in Good Plus box (inner 
bubble split at one end).  Both are ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 models. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1639. Dinky 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, ivory interior, dark yellow plastic engine covers, lemon yellow plastic 
propellers - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Good Plus bubble pack (card plinth is Mint but bubble quite 
heavily creased) and 736 German Bundesmarine Sea King Helicopter complete with Sonar Device & unused decal sheet below 
card plinth - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Excellent bubble pack (bubble a little age yellowed with 
crack around rear tail rotor).  Both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 models. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1640. Dinky 731 RAF SEPECAT Jaguar complete with both Pilot figures & unused decal sheet and 736 German 
Bundesmarine Sea King Helicopter complete with Sonar Device & unused decal sheet below card plinth - both Mint apart from 
usual minor factory assembly marks in Good Plus bubble packs both of which are a little age yellowed with some cracks.  Both 
ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 models. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1641. Dinky 731 RAF SEPECAT Jaguar - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models -complete with both Pilots 
& unused decal sheet - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. 

 £40 - £60 
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1642. Dinky 731 RAF SEPECAT Jaguar - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - complete with both Pilots 
& unused decal sheet - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. 

 £40 - £60 

1643. Dinky pair of Aircraft both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 models (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 
Bonanza - white upper fuselage, dark blue lower fuselage & lower wings, dark blue & dark red upper wing surfaces, white 
interior; (2) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, ivory interior, dark yellow plastic engine covers, lemon yellow plastic 
propellers - both Near Mint to Mint with usual minor factory assembly marks, both models also have labels peeling away from 
fuselage in Near Mint to Mint bubble packs. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1644. Dinky 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - red body, ivory interior, 
dark yellow plastic engine covers, lemon yellow plastic propellers - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks & labels 
starting to peel away from fuselage in Mint bubble pack. 

 £30 - £40 

1645. Dinky 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - red body, ivory interior, 
dark yellow plastic engine covers, lemon yellow plastic propellers - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks & labels 
starting to peel away from fuselage in Mint bubble pack. 

 £30 - £40 

1646. Dinky 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - white upper fuselage, 
dark blue lower fuselage & lower wings, dark blue & red upper wings, white interior, black plastic opening cargo door - Mint 
apart from usual minor factory assembly marks & labels starting to peel away from fuselage in Mint bubble pack. 

 £30 - £40 

1647. Dinky 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - white upper fuselage, 
dark blue lower fuselage & lower wings, dark blue & red upper wings, white interior, black plastic opening cargo door - Mint 
apart from usual minor factory assembly marks & labels starting to peel away from fuselage in Mint bubble pack. 

 £30 - £40 

1648. Dinky 736 German Bundesmarine Sea King Helicopter - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models 
complete with Sonar Device & unused decal sheet below card plinth - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in 
Excellent just a little age yellowed bubble pack. 

 £30 - £40 

1649. Dinky 945 AEC Articulated Esso Tanker - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - white Tractor Unit 
with black interior & trailer release button, white Trailer with mid-grey plastic catwalk & filler caps, black plastic hoses, cast metal 
wheels with separate chrome hub caps - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in overall Good bubble pack (card 
plinth is Excellent Plus but bubble is cracked & incomplete at one rear corner). 

 £40 - £50 

1650. Dinky 945 AEC Articulated Esso Tanker - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 models - white Tractor Unit 
with white interior & dark brown plastic trailer release button, white Trailer which has additional Esso label to front of tank, 
mid-grey plastic catwalk & filler caps, black plastic hoses, metal wheels without separate chrome hub caps - Near Mint (does 
have chip to rear of cab roof along with a couple of chips to tractor unit wheelarch, tractor unit also missing both jeweled 
headlamps but this may have been a deliberate factory cost saving omission at this time in Excellent just a little creased bubble 
pack with crack to one side.  Rare variation with factory applied front label to tank. 

 £60 - £80 
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1651. Dinky pair of Metal Kits - both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 models (1) 1037 Chieftain Tank - Mint 
factory sealed in Mint box; (2) 1045 Panavia Multi Role Combat Aircraft - Mint factory sealed in Excellent box with some 
creasing to bottom left corner & bubble also has crack/puncture hole to same corner. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1652. Dinky 736 German Bundesmarine Sea King Helicopter complete with Sonar Device & unused decal sheet below card 
plinth - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in generally Excellent but a little aged yellow bubble pack with crack 
around tail rotor and 1045 Panavia Multi Role Combat Aircraft - Mint in Fair box (inner bubble still factory sealed but is aged 
yellowed & extensively cracked/damaged. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1653. Dinky pair of Aircraft - both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 models (1) 715 Beechcraft C55 
Baron - red body, ivory interior, dark yellow plastic engine covers, lemon yellow plastic propellers (side labels starting to peel 
away from fuselage); (2) 731 RAF SEPECAT Jaguar - complete with both Pilots & unused decal sheet - both Mint with usual 
minor factory assembly marks in Mint bubble packs. (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1654. Dinky pair of Aircraft - both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 models (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 
Bonanza - white upper fuselage, dark blue lower fuselage & lower wings, dark blue & dark red upper wings, white interior 
(labels peeling away from fuselage); (2) 731 RAF SEPECAT Jaguar complete with both Pilots & unused decal sheet - both 
Near Mint with a few factory assembly paint chips in Mint & Near Mint bubble packs. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1655. Dinky pair of ex-shop stock models taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples - (1) 673 Submarine Chaser - Mint 
apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Excellent Plus exceptionally clean but just slightly creased window box; (2) 
1045 Panavia Multi Role Combat Aircraft - Mint factory sealed in Excellent just a little creased around the corners box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1656. Dinky pair of Space Related models - both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of 6 models (1) 362 Trident 
Starfighter complete with 2 x spare Missiles; (2) 368 Zygon Marauder complete with spare Missile - both Mint with usual minor 
factory assembly marks in Excellent Plus just a little creased window boxes (Starfighter box with small puncture hole to perspex 
window). (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1657. Dinky 4 x 363 Zygon Patroller - all are ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples - Near Mint to Mint 
with usual minor factory assembly marks in generally Excellent to Near Mint outer window boxes, inner card trays are all 
damaged due to the weight of the model moving within the boxes over time, these inner trays being Fair to Good. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1658. Dinky large quantity of empty plain brown factory outer trade boxes for various models including (1) 609 US Army 
105mm Howitzer; (2) 654 US Army 105mm Mobile Gun; (3) 945 AEC Articulated Esso Tanker; (4) 731 RAF Jaguar; (5) 736 
Bundesmarine Sea King Helicopter; (6) 622 Bren Gun Carrier; (7) 619 Bren Gun Carrier with Anti-Tank Gun; (8) 439 Ford D800 
Snow Plough - Fair to Good. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1659. Dinky group of plain brown factory outer trade boxes for the following models (1) 963 Road Grader; (2) 945 AEC 
Articulated Esso Tanker; (3) 724 US Navy Sea King Helicopter; (4) 625 Anti-Tank Gun; (5) 672 OSA2 Missile Boat; (6) 1050 
Motor Patrol Boat metal kit; (7) 1045 Multi Role Combat Aircraft metal kit; (8) 1032 Army Land Rover metal kit; (9) 1023 AEC 
Merlin Single Deck Bus metal kit; (10) 1014 Beach Buggy metal kit; (11) same size as (9) but without any model reference 
numbers applied; (12) further outer trade box unnumbered but believed to be for 1045 Multi Role Combat Aircraft - condition 
varies from Poor to Good. (12) 

 £40 - £50 
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1660. Dinky 2 x "All About the New Dinky Pack" retailers leaflets originally included within factory trade packs illustrating how 
to open & display models in the new deep plinth bubble pack; further "All About the New Dinky Pack" showing how to open & 
display the later shallow plinth bubble packs along with a quantity of used packing tape from the Italian importer and distributor 
of Dinky Toys "Edilio Parodi", the tape advertising the range of toys imported by the company including Meccano Dinky Toys, 
Subbuteo, Models of Days Gone etc (see photo) - Poor to Fair. (qty) 

 £10 - £20 

1661. Dinky 354 Pink Panther Car - pink body with matt black side flash, black plastic base, plastic Speedwheels, centre 
gyroscopic wheel, complete with original Pink Panther figure - Excellent Plus in Fair incomplete all card box (missing one inner 
end flap & one end flap tape repaired) complete with instruction leaflet & plastic flexible pull through rack rod to power the 
gyroscopic wheel; also included is a Fair outer plain brown factory trade box for this model with Meccano Ltd Binns Road 
Liverpool label which is Fair (missing one end flap). 

 £50 - £60 

1662. Dinky 104 Captain Scarlet SPV Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle - metallic silver-blue body with white front bumper, gloss 
black base, cast metal hubs, complete with both rear aerials & rear rubber tracks - Excellent unboxed with glue showing 
through side labels & missing plastic roof operating button for the opening side door, operating side door mechanism has also 
jammed shut.  Still a nice example. 

 £50 - £60 

1663. Dinky 355 Lunar Roving Vehicle Promotional Issue "Tioxide" - white body with front & rear labels, white rubber 
Spaceman with blue gloves & boots, cast metal hubs - Good Plus unboxed with paint loss to front solar panels.  Still a nice 
example of this rare promotional issue. 

 £100 - £130 

1664. Dinky 290 Leyland Double Deck Bus "Dunlop The World's Master Tyre" - cream upper deck without route number box 
cast, dark green lower deck & base without hole & with model number cast, mid-green ridged wheels - Excellent (both decals 
faded) in Fair tape repaired but still complete box with correct colour spot. 

 £40 - £50 

1665. Dinky 290 Leyland Double Deck Bus "Dunlop The World's Master Tyre" - cream upper deck with roof number box cast, 
red lower deck & base without hole & without model number cast, red ridged wheels with treaded tyres - Excellent with some 
minor rub marks to roof & paint loss to base in Good Plus a little dirty from storage box with correct colour spot. 

 £50 - £60 

1666. Dinky 290 Leyland Double Deck Bus "Dunlop The World's Master Tyre" - cream upper deck with roof number box cast 
& large rear window, red lower deck & base without hole & without model number cast, red ridged wheels with treaded 
tyres - overall Excellent but does have wear to both decals in Fair faded & tape repaired but still complete plain yellow/red box 
with red colour spot. 

 £30 - £40 

1667. Dinky 291 Leyland London Bus "Exide Batteries" with front & rear route number 73 decals, spun hubs - Excellent with 
some small paint chips in Excellent Plus to Near Mint light yellow box.  Still a nice example. 

 £70 - £90 

1668. Dinky 291 Leyland London Bus "Exide Batteries" - with front & rear route number 73 destination decals, spun 
hubs - Good Plus to Excellent with paint chips around front wings & radiator grille along with some minor discolouration spots to 
roof in Excellent light yellow box. 

 £50 - £70 
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1669. Dinky 290 empty dark yellow box for 290 Double Deck Bus with green/cream colour spot - overall Excellent but does 
have some staining to one picture face. 

 £30 - £40 

1670. Dinky empty light yellow box for 290 Double Deck Bus with green colour spot adhesive label to both end flaps - overall 
Near Mint with a few minor marks & original price added in pencil to one picture face.  Nice clean box. 

 £40 - £50 

1671. Dinky empty light yellow box for 290 Double Deck Bus with green ink printed colour spot to both end flaps - Excellent 
with some minor creasing to one corner & small stain to one picture face. 

 £30 - £40 

1672. Dinky 918 Guy Van "Ever Ready" - appears to have some over-varnishing to rear van body - overall Excellent Plus but 
does have some small paint chips to edge of van body roof in Good Plus blue striped lid with "H Hudson Dobson" US retailers 
label to one side, base is quite heavily scuffed and only Fair. 

 £80 - £100 

1673. Dinky 689 Medium Artillery Tractor complete with both spare tyres & metal driver - Excellent Plus with rub mark to cab 
roof in Excellent Plus blue striped box. 

 £50 - £70 

1674. Dinky 401 Coventry Climax Forklift Truck - burnt orange body with blue plastic driver, mid-green forks, green plastic 
hubs with grey treaded tyres, gloss black tinplate base - Excellent to Excellent Plus with some small paint chips in Good light 
yellow lift off lid box with yellow base (lid has puncture hole & surface tear along with some graffiti scratched into lid).  Scarce 
late issue model & box. 

 £40 - £50 

1675. Dinky 151 Triumph 1800 Saloon - mid-blue body, base with small lettering, fawn ridged wheels - overall Excellent but 
does have some chips/rub marks to wings & red tail lamps neatly painted in - Good Plus box with correct colour spot. 

 £50 - £60 

1676. Dinky 159 Morris Oxford - cerise lower body with ivory upper body, beige ridged wheels - Good Plus with some 
discolouration to left hand front wing & front door in Excellent box with correct colour spot. 

 £70 - £90 

1677. Dinky 172 Studebaker Land Cruiser - two-tone low-line with tan upper body & beige lower body, large baseplate print, 
beige ridged wheels - Near Mint with minor chip to drivers side front door in Good Plus discoloured from storage box with 
correct colour spot.  Nice example. 

 £100 - £130 

1678. Dinky 165 Humber Hawk - light green upper body & roof, black lower body, gloss black base without model number 
cast, spun hubs - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny pin size chips to roof & tiny chip to upper edge of left hand rear wing in 
Fair torn but still complete light yellow box with correct colour spot to both end flaps.  Hard to find model without black roof. 

 £70 - £90 

1679. Dinky 197 Morris Mini Traveller - ivory body with tan rear panels, red interior, spun hubs - Near Mint with scratch to 
base in Excellent Plus to Near Mint box with minor depression to top of box.  Very nice example. 

 £70 - £90 
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1680. Dinky 342 Austin Mini Moke - metallic turquoise body with white plastic roof, plastic Speedwheels - Mint in Excellent 
box with "Colour Of Model May Differ From Illustration" text to both picture faces. 

 £40 - £50 

1681. Dinky 289 London Transport Routemaster Bus "Esso Safety Grip Tyres" - red body, light grey lower deck seats, ivory 
upper deck seats, complete with driver & clippie figures, spun hubs - Excellent (glue showing through labels) in Good Plus a 
little discoloured from storage box illustrating correct model. 

 £20 - £30 

1682. Dinky 402 Bedford TK Drinks Delivery Truck "Coca Cola" - red cab & rear body, white cab roof & grille, mid-blue 
interior, dark graphite grey chassis, red plastic hubs, complete with original plastic crates - Excellent with some small chips to 
cab roof & bumper along with glue starting to show through labels. 

 £40 - £50 

1683. Dinky 138 Hillman Imp - metallic red body, mid-blue interior, metallic silver base, spun hubs - Excellent unboxed. 

 £30 - £40 

1684. Dinky pair of British Cars (1) 176 Austin A105 Westminster - light grey body with red side stripe, gloss black tinplate 
base, spun hubs with white treaded tyres - Excellent unboxed with some usual age discolouration to tyres and (2) 157 Jaguar 
XK120 - green body, fawn ridged wheels - Good Plus (baseplate has some surface rusting). (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1685. Dinky 230 Talbot Lago Grand Prix Racing Car - mid-blue body without racing numbers but with silver trim, white driver, 
gloss black base with model number 230 cast, red plastic hubs with grey tyres (right hand rear hub fitted in reverse by the 
factory) - Good Plus (scratches to base & tyres somewhat perished).  Unusual models without racing numbers applied. 

 £30 - £40 

1686. Dinky a pair of British Saloon Cars (1) 160 Austin A30 - light turquoise body, smooth grey plastic wheels; (2) 40d Austin 
Devon - maroon body & ridged wheels, small baseplate print - both Excellent unboxed. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1687. French Dinky pair of Cars. (1) 24k Simca Chambord - red & ivory body, aluminium ridged wheels with white 
tyres - Excellent with paint loss to base lettering and (2) 24t Citroen 2CV - mid-grey body with dark grey roof, cream ridged 
wheels - Excellent Plus with some minor paint loss to wheels. (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1688. Dinky 3 x 70a/704 Avro York Airliner - all have been part repainted to represent early post-war BOAC Airliners - Good 
in Excellent to Excellent Plus yellow boxes. (3) 

 £90 - £110 

1689. Dinky 3 x 70a/704 Avro York Airliner - all have been part repainted to represent early post-war BOAC Airliners - Good 
in Good Plus to Excellent yellow boxes. (3) 

 £90 - £110 

1690. Dinky 3 x 70a/704 Avro York Airliner - all have been part repainted to represent early post-war BOAC Airliners - Good 
in Good to Excellent yellow boxes. (3) 

 £80 - £100 
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1691. Plastic tub containing large quantity of original Rubber & Plastic Tyres mostly for Dinky Toys & Matchbox models but 
does include some other examples, some are perished - overall Fair to Good. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

1692. Dinky 353 SHADO 2 Mobile from the Gerry Anderson TV series UFO pair of spare original Silver Rubber Tracks 
only - would benefit from cleaning - Good Plus. 

 £20 - £25 

1693. Dinky 25w/411 Bedford Truck outer retailers Empty Trade Box which would have originally contained 4 individually 
boxed models - Good. 

 £40 - £50 

1694. Dinky Toys 102 MG Midget Sports outer retailers Empty Trade Box which would originally have contained 6 individually 
boxed models complete with sheet of paper packing - Good to Good Plus. 

 £40 - £50 

1695. Dinky Toys 103 Austin Healey 100 Sports outer retailers Empty Trade Box which would originally have contained 6 
individually boxed models complete with sheet of paper packing - Good to Good Plus. 

 £40 - £50 

1696. Dinky Toys group of Pre-war Military vehicles.  (1) 151a Medium Tank with white triangular markings to turret & 
rear - suffering from fatigue expansion which has led to the right hand track slipping off the wheels taking one tooth with it; (2) 
152a Light Tank with white triangular insignia to turret, military green base - has slight fatigue expansion to wheels, turret 
fatigue & detached from body; (3) 152b Reconnaissance Car - military green body & base, smooth hubs - all hubs suffering 
from fatigue with flat/perished tyres - Fair unboxed. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1697. Dinky Pre-war 162 18-pounder Quick Firing Field Gun Unit consisting of 162a Light Dragon Tractor; 162b Ammunition 
Limber (missing rear hook & smooth hubs are fatigued) and 162c 18-PDR Field Gun (smooth hubs are fatigued with perished 
tyres) - Good unboxed. 

 £40 - £60 

1698. Dinky group of Pre-war Military vehicles (1) 151b Transport Wagon; (2) 161a Searchlight Lorry; (3) 161b Anti-Aircraft 
Gun on Trailer; (4) 151c Cooker Trailer; (5) 152c Austin 7 Staff Car along with an incomplete 151d Water Tank Trailer - all 
models fatigued some incomplete - Poor to Fair.  Also included is Set 160 Royal Artillery Personnel containing NCO, 2 x 
Gunner with arms at sides, 2 x Gun Layer with arms extended all fatigued with some damage or incomplete - Poor to Fair in 
Good box with October 1940 print date & "Made in England for Sale in United States by Meccano Company of America Inc New 
York" over label, the box also includes a small number of black military personnel again fatigued, damaged or incomplete - Poor 
to Fair. (qty) 

 £60 - £80 

1699. Spot-On 419 Army Land Rover Rocket Launcher - untested & missing both rockets - Good Plus unboxed along with 
original collectors card for Jaguar 3.4 litre Saloon - Good (has been previously folded in half). (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1700. Spot-On 262 Morris 1100 - rare lime green body, red interior, light grey base - overall Excellent Plus but does have 
large paint chip to edge of drivers side roof.  Still a nice example. 

 £80 - £100 
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1701. Corgi Toys 413 Karrier Bantam Mobile Butchers Shop - white body with light blue roof, light grey base, spun 
hubs - Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips in Good Plus discoloured blue box. 

 £70 - £90 

1702. Corgi 200 Ford Consul Saloon - fawn body, flat spun hubs - Excellent Plus with slight paint loss to door raised outlines 
& minor factory paint flaws to roof in Excellent a little creased but clean blue box with original Paris France retailers price label 
to one end flap.  Still a nice example. 

 £70 - £90 

1703. Corgi 211S Studebaker Golden Hawk - metallic gold body with white rear fins, red interior, light grey base, spun 
hubs - Near Mint apart from tyres which have all perished & require replacing in Good to Good Plus dirty from storage 
yellow/blue box. 

 £50 - £70 

1704. Corgi 222 Renault Floride - metallic sage green body, red interior, light grey base, spun hubs - Good Plus (passenger 
side suspension collapsed & interior sun faded) in Fair incomplete blue/yellow box missing one inner end flap; Vanwall Racing 
Car - red body with racing number 25 nose decal, white rubber driver, flat spun hubs; 214M Mechanical Ford Thunderbird - pink 
body with white roof, light grey base, flat spun hubs and Dinky 23F Alfa Romeo Grand Prix Racing Car - all Fair unboxed. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1705. Corgi 227 Morris Mini Cooper Competition - mid-blue body & base, white hood & roof, red interior, model without racing 
decals applied - overall Good Plus but does have some paint chips to hood & roof touched in along with one incorrect rear tyre 
fitted & various accessory adhesive labels applied in generally Good worn blue/yellow box. 

 £40 - £50 

1706. Corgi 310 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray - scarce metallic silver body & base, lemon yellow interior, cast wire 
wheels - Excellent with some paint chips to base & small scratch to roof in Good Plus clean but partly sun faded blue/yellow 
box. 

 £50 - £60 

1707. Corgi 310 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray - metallic silver body & base, lemon yellow interior, cast wire wheels - Excellent 
Plus (minor factory assembly error to dashboard) in Excellent just a little creased blue/yellow box. 

 £70 - £80 

1708. Corgi 466 Commer Milk Float - white cab & chassis, light blue rear body complete with white plastic crate load, light 
grey base, spun hubs - Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size chips only in Excellent blue/yellow box (does have small surface 
tear to one non picture side which has been lightly touched in using yellow paint).  Still a nice example. 

 £60 - £70 

1709. Corgi 431 Volkswagen Transporter Pick-up Truck - orange-yellow body, red plastic canopy, lemon yellow interior, light 
grey base, spun hubs - Near Mint with box rubs to front & rear bumper silver trim apart from plastic canopy which is only 
Excellent in Fair to Good worn but still complete blue/yellow box. 

 £50 - £60 

1710. Corgi 490 Volkswagen Transporter Breakdown Truck - rare lentil green body with "Breakdown" Corgi door labels, red 
interior, light grey base, cast hubs - Excellent Plus (drivers side door label is worn from box rubs during prolonged storage) in 
Good Plus a little stained blue/yellow window box.  Rare late issue. 

 £120 - £150 
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1711. Corgi 468 London Transport Routemaster Bus Promotional Issue "Church's Shoes" - red body with cream interior 
complete with driver & clippie figures, yellow rear stairs, light grey base, spun hubs - Excellent Plus with glue starting to show 
through front & rear labels and tyres are perished/cracked in Good stained blue/yellow window box. 

 £100 - £130 

1712. Corgi group of Empty Boxes.  (1) empty blue box for 457 ERF 44G Platform Lorry - Good to Good Plus with some 
staining; (2) empty blue/yellow box for 211S Studebaker Golden Hawk - Fair with some ink graffiti & restoration to both end 
flaps; (3) empty blue/yellow box for 217 Fiat 1800 - generally Excellent but a little faded. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1713. Corgi Whizzwheels 374 Jaguar E-type 5.3 litre V12 - metallic candy yellow body, brown interior, black base - Mint apart 
from tiny pin size factory assembly paint chip to passenger side front wheelarch in generally Excellent clean but a little creased 
orange/yellow window box with "New" over label.  Nice example. 

 £40 - £60 

1714. Corgi Juniors 1010 Volkswagen Beetle Rally Car taken from the Ice Racing Scene in the James Bond film "On Her 
Majesty's Secret Service" - orange body with dark green hood & roof stripe, racing number 5 hood & door labels, "Corgi Toys" 
roof labels, clear windows, lemon yellow interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke Whizzwheels - Excellent unboxed (body virtually 
unmarked but unfortunately glue is showing through labels). 

 £40 - £60 

1715. Corgi 301 Triumph TR2 Sports Car - green body with ivory seats, original windscreen, flat spun hubs - Excellent 
unboxed with a few tiny chips to wheelarches but still displays well. 

 £40 - £50 

1716. Corgi 351 RAF Land Rover - RAF blue body & rear tinplate canopy, flat spun hubs - Excellent unboxed with some 
surface rust to tinplate base & windows a little opaque. 

 £40 - £50 

1717. Corgi 406 Land Rover - scarce yellow body with semi-matt paint finish, gloss black roof, tinplate base, flat spun 
hubs - overall Near Mint but tyres a little discoloured & rub marks to roof strakes but still a very nice example which displays 
well. 

 £50 - £70 

1718. Corgi 275 Rover 2000 TC - metallic onyx green body, clear windows with amber roof panel, rare white interior, light 
grey base, cast take-off wheels - Excellent with a few small chips to base & passenger side rear door along with slight chrome 
loss to corners of bumpers. 

 £50 - £60 

1719. Corgi Toys Sales Representative Gents Tie - maroon with yellow Corgi Dog motif - with 1960's period tag "Made from 
ICI Terylene Polyester Fibre" - generally Excellent.  Interesting item. 

 £20 - £30 

1720. Large group of "Join The Corgi Model Club" box leaflets covering the period from the late 1950's through to the early 
1970's (see photo) some are discoloured, one has name & address completed in blue ink another incomplete and many 
creased - generally Fair to Good. (23) 

 £50 - £60 

1721. Corgi 8 x "Join The Corgi Model Club" box leaflets all with "Corgi Model Club News Every Week in Century TV 21" to 
reverse - Good to Excellent. (8) 

 £40 - £50 
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1722. Zylmex small scale Texaco "Scorchers" Promotional Formula 1 Racing Cars set of 8 including (1) BRM; (2) Ferrari; (3) 
Cooper Maserati; (4) Eagle; (5) Brabham Repco; (6) Lotus Climax; (7) McLaren Ford; (8) BRM H16 - Excellent to Near Mint 
(usual factory assembly marks) in Good to Excellent boxes along with an additional empty box only for 4 Eagle - Fair to Good. 
(9) 

 £40 - £50 

1723. Corgi Juniors group of TV Related models.  (1) Ironside San Francisco Police Department Truck - blue body, lemon 
yellow plastic slide revealing Ironside figure emerging from bare metal rear door, bare metal base, 10-spoke Whizzwheels; (2) 
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang complete with figures & lemon yellow plastic opening side wings but missing front & rear detachable 
wings; (3) James Bond Aston Martin DB6 - metallic pearl silver body, red interior, chrome plastic base, 10-spoke Whizzwheels; 
(4) as (3) - models would benefit from cleaning Good Plus to Excellent Plus unboxed. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1724. Triang Minic Ships M859 Original Retailers Card Counter/Shop Window Display Card - still flat packed and 
unassembled from new - when assembled this will be approx 16" x 9" x 9.5" (41cm x 23cm x 24cm) - Mint superb example, a 
rare opportunity. 

 £120 - £150 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk



Participate in live internet bidding
or view the auction live via

www.vectis.co.uk
and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.

£5 - £50............................................................£5
£50 - £200......................................................£10
£200 - £700....................................................£20
£700 - £1,000.................................................£50
£1,000 - £3,000............................................£100
£3,000 - £7,000............................................£200
£7,000 - £10,000..........................................£500
£10,000 onwards.....................................£1,000
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